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Achievements of Mines,
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nder conditions that we have left
behind four decades since the
outbreak of the 1979 Revolution,
it must be acknowledged that in spite of all
the difficulties and challenges the country
has faced, steel production is in the
forefront of the development of the mines
and mining industry sector. Becoming
the 10th biggest crude steel producer in
2018 is good news which reflects the
convergence of the government and the
private sector, which have been able to
improve the global status of Iran’s steel
in a single direction.
Of course, steel industry experts
and executives know that steel as the
mother industry acts as the driving force
behind many upstream and downstream
industries, as well as design, engineering,
manufacturing, execution and operation
sectors. In a recent meeting with heads
of mines and mining industry sector
organizations, development of a balanced
steel chain was underlined. A look at
statistics also highlights the importance
of this issue.
Our
land
possesses
greater
talents and higher capabilities for the
development of this industry, and the
collective performance of former and
present managers and experts has led to an
annual production capacity of 33 million
tons of crude steel in Iran. In Sangan
region (Khorasan Razavi Province),
development has exceeded forecasts and
the target of 55 million tons could be met
even before 1404 (2025).
One side of this output growth is a
jump in labor force employment and development of mineral and mining industries in compliance with the environment
standards, but on the other hand it is important to focus on infrastructure. It can
be admitted that the development of infrastructure is the most important and one of
the key areas for development of the steel
industry and other mineral industries.
Fortunately, the measures taken by
companies that have been established
and acquired the technology in Iran over

the past decades are noteworthy. This
achievement is admirable, especially in
terms of investment, employment and
capacity building, but now more work
forces can be directed from private sector
companies and investors to engage in
developing infrastructures.
Private companies are believed to be
well placed to play a role in partnership
and development, and in the current situation, IMIDRO (Iranian Mines & Mining
Industries Development & Renovation
Organization) is working to attract investors in the field of infrastructure. This,
while bringing more peace of mind to
fellow countrymen in different parts of
the mines and mineral industries, is another factor in stimulating the demand for
steel, cement, copper and other products,
the overall meaning of which is creating
a new opportunity for growth of employment and generating more revenues.
Fortunately, steel chain manufacturers have succeeded in exporting steel
products despite the external constraints
and pressure from certain countries, and
partly offsetting domestic demand reduction by directing products to foreign
markets. Now we are determined to creIRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

ate space for consumption and demand
for mineral products and mineral industries by increasing attention to the further
development of infrastructures such as
roads and railways, sea transport, as well
as supplying water, electricity and gas.
This important task, as in recent years,
will be achieved through private sector
participation, with the ultimate goal of attention to social responsibility.
For example, Sangan has become
the symbol for development and processing of iron ore today. The advent of five
processing plants in one of the farthest
mineral areas in Iran reveals how important the project is. In fact, Sangan, with a
reserve of 1.2 billion tons of iron ore in
the eastern part of the country, was known
until few years ago as a mine that carried
out numerous programs on paper so that
only few people had the power to make
them operational. However, the reality is
that the collective efforts of the government and the private sector partnership
have given Sangan a new face.
This new and active face is the result of a shift in the outlook that has taken
shape as from the 11th government, utilizing Article 44 of the Constitution and
5
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Iran’s Mineral Products
Fetch $20 Billion Annually
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The value of mineral products is at
least $20 billion annually, which is
not a small amount,” said the minister of industry, mine and trade, emphasizing a leap in the mines and mining industry sector. “On the other hand, if we
were not able to produce these products
domestically, we should have imported
them while we did not have the conditions to do so.”
Addressing a meeting of the “Resistance Economy” HQ, Reza Rahmani
further noted: “There is a huge capacity
in the mines and mining industry sector,
and the development of this sector is the
ministry’s priority this year.”
Rahmani added that the mineral revolution will result from change of thought
and discourse, and in this regard IMIDRO
(Iranian Mines and Mining Industries Development and Renovation Organization)
and the office of deputy industry, mine
and trade minister in charge of mines and
mining industry must get involved and

in the field of information and media too
culture building is required.
He said the mines sector has the capacity to earn as much as the oil sector
and could replace the industry, noting
that, unlike oil, the mines sector is less
affected by the sanctions. Therefore, investing in this field and producing value
added products can bring prosperity and
employment to the country.
Rahmani, emphasizing that mine
exploration is prioritized, said production

macro policies. In a trip we had to Sangan
with CEOs of investor companies recently, there were a number of things that attracted attention, one of the most important of which was the active participation
of domestic investors.
The increase in the number of concentrate and pelletizing plants in Sangan
from one to five units is in line with investing 100 trillion rials. It is noteworthy
that the government alone cannot afford
such an investment; even if there was a
possibility there would not be space for
the presence of the private sector. Therefore, this development method should be
taken as good omen, which can be implemented in some other development projects. However, in the case of Sangan, it
should be acknowledged that investment
and investor participation in this massive
complex are still ongoing, and investments in the coming years will reach 200
trillion rials, with the goal of creating a
capacity of 17.5 million tons of concentrate and 15 million tons of pellet.

The other side of the coin for the
development of Sangan is attention to
infrastructure and social responsibility. In
the opinion of the officials of the related
organizations the development in Sangan
is beyond expectation and this has caused
infrastructures such as access to roads and
urban neighborhoods not to grow along
with the mining and processing sector.
We believe that creation of a committee for infrastructure development
can be a starting point for addressing
these needs. Previously, actions have
been taken in IMIDRO, one of which
is the preparation of a memorandum of
understanding for participation in infrastructure development. This cooperation
document is now signed, so that the affairs of this sector can be organized and
implemented.
It is clear that developmental effects
are not limited to capacity building and
production, but the creation of prosperity
for the people and the distribution of
wealth in that area are among the measures
IRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

begins at the discovery stage and this year
we need to strengthen this sector.
Referring to the exploration and
renovation scheme of mines, the minister
said, “We must work in this area with the
ministry’s budgets and, where we face
problems, we must look for other ways
such as using the National Development
Fund, publication of participation bonds
and so on.”
Implementation of the mines and
mining industry development roadmap,
execution of the project for the development of exploratory activities, the project for rehabilitation, activation and development of mines of small scale (150
mines), the project to complete the value
chain of basic metals, and equipping and
renovating mines in the country are the
highlights of the plans of the minister of
industry, mine and trade for the mines
sector in 1398 (2019/20), which were reviewed in the presence of relevant directors and their deputies.
that sustain development. Fortunately,
the increase in the number of workers in
Sangan to 5,000 people is a step towards
this goal, but the continuation of the path
requires a two-way effort to increase the
welfare of the region. The creation of
new land and rail transport lines, on the
one hand, requires integrated cooperation
between the government agencies and,
on the other hand, the participation of the
investment companies.
Today, IMIDRO is at the forefront
of social responsibility and has taken effective measures in the field of environment and humanitarian issues. Although
Sangan has launched large projects and
accounts for a share of 22% in the supply
of raw materials for the steel master plan,
with the participation of investors and related agencies, it is also implementing its
goals in the area of social

responsibility,
because this organization regards satisfaction of the inhabitants of the mineral
areas its great goal.		
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Cover Story
ance ultimately results from the Central Bank of Iran and turns into money
through the CBI. If we consider this as an
indicator of macroeconomic imbalances,
the liquidity growth rate has always been
fluctuating around twenty plus since the
second half of the 1960s.
Iran’s economy faced abundant oil
revenues in the last years of the past regime (toppled in 1979). If we calculate
at today’s prices for approximation, our
foreign exchange earnings between 1959
and 1971 was 25 to 26 billion dollars a
year on average, but with a significant
rise in oil prices in the 1970s, the petrodollars went as high as $200 billion
a year. It means that between 1959 and
1971, at today’s prices, we had less than
$350 billion in foreign exchange earnings, but over the five years after, this
revenue reached over $1,000 billion. This
was also due to the fact that Iran’s gross
domestic product at that time was at most
half of today’s GDP.
Note that at that time, more than
15 million people lived in villages in

SANCTION
Dr. Masoud Nili, Economist

I

t can be said that Iran’s economy has
been performing significantly in some
areas -mostly social and somewhat
infrastructure - for example, in addressing deprived villages and areas, creating
transportation infrastructure, expanding
health-care homes, and developing medical services around the country. Also, as
we were faced with a massive population
shock in the field of education, the Iranian
economy was able to digest this shock. In
the past few years, the number of our students reached nearly 20 million (a figure
that was really impressive compared to
the 13 million today).
With the rapid and massive development of education and higher education, the country was able to pass through
these stages without encountering crisis.
However, that part of Iran’s economic performance, which is considered
to be a weakness and open to criticism,
is a macroeconomic imbalance; important imbalances have emerged since the
second half of the 1960s in the macro
economy of Iran, and continue to this
day. For example: if one wants to examine the rate of liquidity growth in an advanced economy, the changes observed
in statistics are roughly equivalent to the
policy of the central bank and thus reflect
their monetary policy. Thus, the developments in liquidity growth tell us how
the monetary policy tool has been used
in this economy. However, in the Iranian
economy, liquidity growth does not reflect monetary policy or the like, but is an
indicator that reflects the macroeconomic
imbalances; in the sense that any imbal-
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Our mistakes begin with
the unbalanced definition
of state functions and
resources, and reforms
must also begin with
the fitting of the two.

Revision of Ir an Economy
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Iran, and most urban dwellers did not
have much welfare. In such a society,
when a high-income government comes
alongside low-income people, redistribution tendencies are strongly reinforced.
People urged the government to inject at
least part of the $1,000 billion in oil revenues in the society and transform their
lives. Given the severe inequalities that
occurred in the Iranian economy between
1974 and 1977, immediately after the victory of the 1979 Revolution, a very strong
tendency was created for the economic
role-playing of the state, not through
policies but through direct allocation of
resources, and this led to a sharp increase
in government budget deficit.
If I am not mistaken, from 1977 to
1983, the government’s revenues did not
change significantly, but its costs were
raised by 1.5 times. To cover all these
costs the government had to borrowing

9
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A Perspective!

from the CBI, and as a result, until the
middle of the 1980s, the monetary base
in the Iranian economy increased by ten
folds. Thus, the basis for macroeconomic
imbalances was laid out according to what
people expected from the role-playing of
the government; people thought that it
was enough for the government to pay attention to the low-income population; the
rest would be solved. Many believed that
the existence of a “popular government”
was a necessary and sufficient condition
for solving all the economic problems.
Of course, an important point to
keep in mind is that if we survey those
times at global scale, we will see that
even until the late 1990s, the “macroeconomic management” in its today sense that yields the independence of the CBI
and tough constraints imposed on the
budget deficit – was not taken seriously.
In the mid-1990s, we had countries with
a thousand-percent or a few thousandpercent inflation and many countries
had three digit inflation rates (including
Turkey in our neighborhood). Therefore,
this was a very common problem, and we
should not judge three or four decades
ago with the understanding of macroeconomics today.
But today, when the problem of
10

Let’s not forget that
our macroeconomic
imbalances are in fact
the balances of
political economy.
managing macroeconomic imbalances
has been turned into a dominant phenomenon in administration of economies, and
its importance has been touched upon
in the course of action, the thing that is
not forgivable to us and can be cited as
a major disadvantage of Iran’s economic performance is that we have still not
joined the club of countries which have
achieved results about the dangers of
macroeconomic imbalances. This is an
indication of what is happening in our
economy. Still, some politicians say that
if the government is indirectly borrowing from the CBI, it’s no problem, and
it’s important that the money is spent on
proper work and properly “guided”. That
is, the perceived risks of macroeconomic
imbalances have been limited to a few
Iranian economists and have not become
politicians’ belief. While in other countries of the world, this has become a seriIRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

ous belief and an important constraint for
politicians.
Our mistakes begin with the unbalanced definition of state functions and
resources, and reforms must also begin
with the fitting of the two. But this is a
technical response and does not take into
account the requirements of political
economy. In the real world, we will not be
protected by the people when we want to
apply this technical response and start reform. And the politician is always on the
side of the people because they need their
support and vote. So, our main question
is how to find a solution to our economic
imbalances that includes considerations
of political economy.
Let’s not forget that our macroeconomic imbalances are in fact the balances
of political economy. Because their stakeholders overcome their suffering and are
somehow “shaped and well-formed”. In
addition, a significant proportion of those
who are affected by the equilibrium of
political economy are among the next
generation and do not have an understanding of what is happening today. In
sum, this requires a very tangible discussion. Otherwise, the technical solution
has always existed and economists have
always provided it.		

Christine Lagarde, IMF’s Managing Director

I

n its latest review of Iran, the
World Bank has forecast a period of
stagflation in medium term for the
Iranian economy. The WB’s reason for
this forecast is the continued decline in oil
output over the next year, and escalation
of external shocks of the Iranian economy.
Accordingly, the average growth
rate of Iran’s economy for the calendar
years 1397 and 1398 is projected to
decline by 2%, before it returns to its
boom in the coming years. According
to the forecast, Iran’s inflation rate
will reach 30 percent by the end of the
calendar year 1397 (20 March 2019).
Due to the effect of depreciation of the
local currency (rial), the inflation rate
will continue to rise this year.
Furthermore, with the continued
decline in government revenues - due to
the reduction in tax revenues resulting
from the recession in economic activities
and cut in oil exports - the government’s
fiscal deficit will continue to drop.

In the foreign sector, the decline
in exports in both sectors of goods and
services will cause the trade surplus in the
Iranian economy go down and reach very
low levels in the upcoming years. The
shrinking of the current account balance
along with the expectation of exacerbating
outflow in financial accounts creates
challenges for the Central Bank of Iran to
maintain the value of the local currency
and control the inflation.
The decline in real GDP per capita
due to the increase in inflation from
various channels - including the labor
market and the weakening of the value of
the cash subsidies - exacerbates poverty
in Iran. Accordingly, the WB has forecast
that the trend of rising poverty in Iran
would continue to reach 12.8% by 2021.
Of course, a more precise trend in poverty
depends on the policy response of the
government. In this regard, increasing
the amount of cash subsidies, along with
the introduction of more precise targeting
IRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

mechanisms can help the poor population
at risk of economic and social shocks.
Risks and Challenges
The assumption for the mid-term
outlook of the Iranian economy is based
on continuation of oil exports at a level
of at least one million barrels per day in
the coming years. The continuation of the
trade of non-oil commodities needed for
economic activities facilitated by banks is
another assumption in this forecast.
Of course, these assumptions are
faced with negative risks. Among these
risks is the export of oil below the expected levels due to the escalation of the US
sanctions or falling demand from Iran’s
trading partners, especially from traditional partners such as China, India, Russia, Turkey and Iraq. Further restrictions
on foreign trade, barter chambers of trade
and debts can also increase the cost of financing and inflationary pressures.
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Iran’s Foreign Tra de in the New Year
I

ran’s foreign trade, as economic officials maintain and insist, is not simple
and easy to handle and has numerous
problems. Some of these headaches are
caused by the continued US sanctions.
The United States seeks to block all the
outlets to transfer foreign exchange revenues from exporting crude oil and nonoil goods to Iran. This American resolve
to throw obstacles in the way of currency
transfer to Iran over the past few years,
despite the relative flexibility of the US
after the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action, is one of the main challenges
faced by Iranian economic activists in
trading with the countries of the world,
especially Europe, the United Arab Emirates, the US, Japan and South Korea. The
results show significant cut in operational
volume and value of foreign trade of the
country over a decade ago.
Will the exchange rate problems be
reduced in 1398 (2019/20)? The US authorities seem not to have an incentive to
reduce their severe measures as they wait
to see Iran’s economy to come out of the
macro balance and experience more difficult days; the broad facilities of the US
economy in financial markets too facilitate the job for its statesmen to increase
the pressure on foreign currency transfer
outlets. Ultimately, the conditions of international politics and the requirements
of US domestic politics also provide incentives for US politicians and leaders to
insist on the same strategy.
Experts, economic activists and informed observers believe that in 1398 the
transfer of foreign currency from Iran to
the outside world and the vice versa will
not be easier than 1397 (2018/19). Even
if we accept that the channels of circumvention of the sanctions (especially informal channels), have the capabilities and
operational capacity of such transfers,
the shadow of US financial restrictions
will dramatically increase the cost of using these routes, and naturally these costs
will be reflected in the finished costs of
Iran’s foreign trade and finally in foreign
exchange market prices; therefore, economic managers and officials must accept
these facts and share them to the extent

12

possible with the citizens because countering difficult situations knowingly, if not
easier, will certainly be more constructive.
Thus we can avoid living in the bubble of
unreliable news and rumors the source of
which is the silence of politicians about
the current realities of the economy.
Assuming that Iran could find new
ways to bypass the US sanctions on the
issue of foreign exchange, and these ways
would not impose a significant cost on
Iran’s foreign trade, then again the issue
of increasing exports and realizing government forecasts on foreign exchange
earnings, especially in non-oil exports
IRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

will be coupled with many buts and ifs.
Will Iran’s steel and petrochemical
exports (which stand atop the list of currency generating goods) earn the country
as much foreign exchange as Iranian officials and foreign companies have projected in 1398? It seems caution is required
in this respect.
The intensity of the oil embargo in
1398 will not be less than last year, and
Saudi hostility, Russians greed and the
secrecy of Iraq should not be overlooked
either. On the other hand, the conditions
for exporting steel and petrochemicals
and other export products in 1398 should

be assessed with great doubt as a result
of the pressure of rivals in ruthless international markets. Saudi Arabia and South
Korea, for example, are the two countries
that can put Iran’s petrochemical exports
in difficult conditions.
The fact is that increasing the value
of exports is difficult for all countries
in today’s world and even under normal
circumstances, and we cannot hope
that Iran can boost its export volume
in a predictable way in the presence of
headstrong rivals.
Iran’s foreign trade, like the foreign
trade of other countries is on the side of

The Iranian business is
tied to the foreign trade
in 1398, and any defects,
shortcomings
and deviations on the side
of exports and imports
can put Iranians in
difficult conditions.

imports which faces more difficulties and
real hardships. Importing in Iran is crucial in creating a balance in the capital,
intermediate and consumer goods market
which has been facing difficulties since
March 2019. The existence of several
foreign exchange markets is at the forefront of these problems. This is a fact, and
unfortunately, senior political leaders and
economic policymakers do not see or do
not want to see the real dimensions of the
problems caused by this multiplicity for
import regime.
Imports are one of the two pillars of
foreign trade and an important part of the
engine of creating wealth and prosperity,
but amongst the politicians and even the
Iranian intellectuals, they are regarded an
intrusive, corrupt and contaminated category of rents and consequently always
faced with very serious structural barriers
in the field of political economy.
Here are some of these difficulties
and obstacles, which are mainly reflections of political considerations and incorrect policy approaches: Iran Plan and
Budget Organization (PBO) in the budget
bill of 1398 forecasts that the equivalent
of $14 billion in imports of basic goods
this year will be based on the rate of
42,000 rials for one US dollar. On the last
days of February, the head of the PBO explained that if the businessmen promise
to get USD for 42,000 rials and import
goods and supply them to the market at
the same price, the difference of the value
of the USD at open market will not be
taken from them.
Now one should ask what is meant
by other USD rate by the highest planning official in the country? Does it mean
that the USD rate is the same as the open
market rate which is fluctuating between
130,000 and 140,000 rials these days?
If one is supposed to wait and see the
open market rate every day, is the dollar’s
rate for importing in 1398 what NIMA
platform announces? Many traders know
that this rate is also a preferential rate,
and there are people who just want to use
the foreign currency offered in this platform, without any established and continContinued on Page 57
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Fundamental
Changes in
Economic Laws

Dr. Mousa Ghaninejad, Economist

T

he dominant political and intellectual atmosphere in the years
before the February 1979 Islamic
Revolution had significant impact on
the formation of the line of thinking of
the constitutional drafters. By examining that intellectual mood one can realize why the economic principles of the
Constitution were outlined and written in
that form; what were its goals and how it
was finally carried out, and what its consequences are today and its effects on the
current economic situation.
The slogans of the Revolution, both
politically and economically, were antiimperialist or independence seeking, and
viewed the Shah’s dependence on the
West and the United States. The political
dependence of the regime is outside this
debate, and judgment about it is complex
and requires deep insight into the relationship between Iran and the West and
the United States as well as the Soviet
Union. But the slogan “Independence,
Freedom, the Islamic Republic” was not
just political, and its economic dimension was strong. The revolutionaries considered the Shah’s regime and Iran under
him to be completely dependent eco14

nomically. Therefore, they explained this
with dependency theory, which briefly
states that the global economic system
consists of the exploiting centers and the
exploited peripheral.
The center or the Metropole includes
the developed Western countries and the
peripheral includes Third World countries (other than the Soviet Union and
the Eastern Bloc). This theory is essentially of the Leftist and Marxist type. Of
course, non-Marxists also had a theory of
affiliation, which challenged the Marxist
theory. The theory of dependence was so
ripe for the people of struggle and politics as well as revolutionary intellectuals that not only Marxists but Islamists
promoted the same theory, including the
speeches of Dr. Ali Shariati and his references to Frantz Fanon and the description of the colonization and exploitation
of Europeans in Africa.
It is under such conditions that the
Revolution occurs and, as a result, an important demand by the revolutionaries is
to cut off any economic dependence on
the outside and achieve “self-sufficiency” within the country. They want to reduce foreign trade relations, especially
with the West, and cut imports more and
more, and all needs be met internally.
This misconception was the source of
many blunders and deviations in the
Iranian economy. As an example of the
devastating consequences of this line of
thinking is the current water crisis.
Since restricting the use of water for
agriculture was considered the enemy’s
conspiracy to prevent Iran from achieving self-sufficiency in producing strategic
agricultural products such as wheat, irregular use of groundwater and deep well
drilling was authorized. Not just license
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for well drilling was issued but there was
basically no strict control of licenses.
Even the government itself facilitated the
import of motors and electro-motors thus
increasing the number of wells and development of water agriculture.
Subsidized hard currency, subsidized gas oil and free water wells were
utilized in the service of increased output for self-sufficiency ignoring the fact
that country’s groundwater resources
were being wasted rapidly. This example
objectively demonstrates to us that the
promotion of false thinking and its transformation into a national slogan and national aspiration can bring a lot of losses
and damage in the realm of action. Selfsufficiency was not limited to agriculture
and wheat cultivation; efforts were made
to reach self-sufficiency in the industry
and that too in the 1980s when all countries were moving toward globalization

and free global trade.
In the years after the 1979 Revolution and the period described by some
as the Golden Decade of the 1960s we
swam in the opposite direction. When
countries such as Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan and later China entered free trade
and global economy, and acted exactly
opposite to the theory of affiliation and
achieved remarkable success, we were
among the few countries that followed
the theory of dependency and eventually
gave in to its harmful results.
In the same period some said that
the conventional banking system is a
Western and degenerate phenomenon,
and we need to create usury free Islamic banking. This happened when the
world’s banking system was evolving,
and new banking innovations and methods, auditing and transparency were applied. The same thing occurred in the

When countries such
as Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan and later China
entered free trade and
global economy, and
acted exactly opposite to
the theory of affiliation
and achieved remarkable
success, we were among
the few countries that
followed the theory
of dependency and
eventually gave in to its
harmful results.
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industry. With the onset of the Revolution, people became decision-makers and
decision takers whose main slogan was
struggle against capitalism.
The ruling ideology in the midst
of the Revolution was the leftist ideology influenced by Marxist ideas. Islamic
scholars such as Dr. Shariati or nonIslamic intellectuals, such as those who
worked in the Writers’ Association as an
intellectual center opposed to the Pahlavi
regime were anti-capitalist and opposed
to the private sector. As a result all large
industries and a large part of the small
and medium industries became state
owned after the Revolution.
Industries were either directly
owned by the state or indirectly managed
by government institutions. Consequently, instead of economic logic, political
logic dominated the industry. The idea of
economic independence is also evident in
15
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all post-revolutionary documents. Before
drafting of the Constitution, the resolutions of the Revolutionary Council were
in the same direction. Nationalization of
banks and industries, confiscations and
nationalization of water and agriculture
were also carried out by the legislature of
the Revolutionary Council. The Constitution was also drafted on the same line
of thinking.
Part of the flaws and perhaps the
illusions that have been created for the
claimants of the economy goes back to
the very same historical period of the Iranian economy. At that time, oil revenues
were rising and the assumption had been
shaped in the revolutionary atmosphere
that Iran was very rich and that the Shah
and corrupt courtiers were lavishly dispossessing the assets of the nation. It was
supposed that, if the revolutionaries took
over, they would end this lust, and with
the oil income they could meet all the
requirements cited in the constitutional
articles.
They also said there is no need for
people to work hard and instead they can
engage in self-construction by enjoying
their leisure: That is exactly what they
said in Article 43 of the Constitution. Today’s science tells us that the Constitution
requires fundamental changes. Because
the expediency monitoring the new interpretation cited in the general policies of
Article 44, has failed in practice, and the
economy remains state-owned and inefficient. To get out of the state economy
trap, two things are urgently needed to be
done: first, liberalization in the true sense
of the word, not the “reform of the business environment” at the discretion of the
state bureaucrats; and secondly, privatization in the real sense, and not the transfer of state-owned companies to the public sector and government institutions. To
accomplish this, changes are required in
the relevant articles of the Constitution,
not merely their apparent reform.
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nomic boom and exports of other goods.
Hence, lack of this income would
lead to a sharp drop in the import
of capital goods and would face the
economy that is in dire need of capital
with a negative shock. In the case of
the government budget, this process is
more severe, meaning that the dependence of government revenues on oil is
much higher than 30%, because its tax
revenues rely on businesses that are indirectly dependent on foreign exchange
earnings.
When we examine the business
cycles of the Iranian economy, we see
that the periods of recession and boom
are entirely dependent on oil revenues.
As oil revenue rises, the boom cycle begins, and as the sales decline, the economy faces stagnation. Hence, without
a doubt, the recession that started last
year will continue this year, and if oil
sanctions intensify, this cycle will get
even deeper.
Second, the problem that the sanctions create is far beyond the fall in
currency revenues, budget imbalances,
reduced imports, reduced consumption and economic downturn. Sanctions

When we examine
the business cycles of
the Iranian economy,
we see that the periods
of recession and boom
are entirely dependent
on oil revenues.

Iranian Economy in 1398
By: Dr. Pooya Jabal Ameli

I

n order to realize a boom in production in the new calendar year, we
need to first look at the current state
of the Iranian economy. Understanding
these conditions will provide the main
ways to prevent a sharp drop in national
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production, while protecting the policy
makers from falling into the abyss of
extending aid to production through
credits, which results in no more than
monetary base growth and higher inflation rates.
First, we know that crude oil in
the Iranian economy accounts for more

than half of the country’s exports. The
same income on paper supplies more
than 30% of the state budget. To be
more precise, these figures are more
than that. In other words, the proceeds
from the sale of oil make the import of
capital and raw materials easy, and in
the next cycle, this import causes eco-

have affected the long-term trend of the
economy. In fact, the trend tells you the
cycles move upwards or downwards.
When the trend is bullish, it means that
the per capita income of the country in
the long run is incremental, irrespective
of cross sectional developments, and
when it goes down, it means a decline
in the welfare of the citizens.
The main determinant of this trend
is the rate of investment, or the ratio
of capital formation to gross domestic
product (GDP), which has always been
more than 30%, but this figure has fallen
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below 20% in recent years. It means we
may face a situation where the amount
of investment could not cover the depreciation of capital stock and as a result the net inventory of capital in the
country would decline. This means that
from now on, the concern of the Iranian
economy would neither be development
nor progress but preventing its citizens
from becoming poorer.
Third: Although the Iranian economy has always faced structural problems, the consequences of the sanctions
have created a completely different image in recent years, which did not exist
before. Ignoring this image and remitting it to structural issues would basically keep the policymaker away from
solving the problems. However, structural reforms can partly ease the burden
of the sanctions. Doing this too would
require courage and risk more than it
needs knowledge.
These are reforms that include
a wide range of reduction of government bureaucracy, increased tax bases,
dramatic drop in tariffs and trade barriers, banking reforms, energy subsidy
reforms, and so forth. Of course, if it
is asked again whether development
would be possible by fully carrying out
these reforms, and despite the volume
of the current sanctions that have turned
the economy and the country to anarchy,
the answer is undoubtedly negative.
Fourth: In this big picture, the
problem of lack of working capital in
firms is not the cause but the effect itself. Eliminating the effect by using options whose origins go back to the monetary base would be provisional with
inflationary consequences which would
only deteriorate the situation because it
does not respond to the effect. Therefore, contrary to the impression that exists, excessive pressure on the banking
system and the CBI (Central Bank of
Iran) is not the way to achieve the production goal.
The calendar year 1398 (2019/20),
even if reasonable policies are implemented, will be one of the hardest years
in recent decades. Let’s not make it
more challenging by taking customary
decisions.		
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T

he plan to remove four zeros from
the Iranian national currency is
on the government agenda, again.
The oft-mentioned move was proposed
in the past by Central Bank of Iran (CBI)
as part of a broader plan to revisit the
monetary system.
The measure calls for fundamental
change to the national currency, including changing the name of the monetary
unit from the official rial to the popularly
used ‘toman’. It stipulates change in the
nominal value and the face of bank notes
and coins, the government website dolat.
ir reported.
“The new national currency toman
will be defined to substitute the rial.
Each toman will be equivalent to 10,000
rials,” the website said.
Despite the fact that rial is the official currency, people use toman in informal transactions (1 toman = 10 rials).
According to the website, the redenomination is being discussed in the
Cabinet and the economic commission
of the government is conducting feasibility studies.
The concept was first floated in
January by CBI Governor Abdolnasser
Hemmati in a meeting with a group of
lawmakers.
Hemmati said the CBI had proposed to the government the lopping off
18

Toman
four zeros from the rial. If approved, the
proposal should go to the Parliament to
become law.  
The intention, among other things,
is to facilitate transactions, cut the cost
of printing banknotes and coins, and
enhance the efficiency of the monetary
system.
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Galloping inflation and rapidly
declining purchasing power, the
ballooning volume of banknotes in
circulation, hassles of using large digits
in financial transactions, the fading
facial prestige of the rial against other
currencies, and popularity of the toman
among the masses are seen as other

New Iranian Currency
motives behind the plan.  
The notion of getting rid of zeros
from the fast tanking rial has appeared,
disappeared and reappeared time and
again over the years.
The government sent a measure to
the Majlis in 2016 to this effect and as
part of a CBI bill to drop one zero. Nothing happened.  
Comparing the inflation rate as
measured by Consumer Price Index in
the previous fiscal year (2018/19) with
numbers reported for inflation half a century ago, the government website said
the index has grown 2,743 times.
This is while the biggest banknote,
the 500,000-rial ‘Iran Check’ has
grown only 50 times in comparison to
the biggest banknote (10,000 rial) of
yesteryears.
“The [nominal] value of the
banknotes has not been adjusted in proportion to the inflation rate,” the report
added.
The CBI has proposed two years as

The intention, among
other things, is to
facilitate transactions,
cut the cost of printing
banknotes and coins, and
enhance the efficiency of
the monetary system.
the transitional period for the currency
change. After coming into effect, toman
will take the place of the rial as official
currency and all the official papers
and contracts based on the rial will be
redrafted.
The website forecast possible effects of the measure on economic variables such as the inflation rate, bank deposits and purchasing power, saying the
effects would be dissimilar.
Lopping off zeros will not have
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any potential effect on the inflation
rate. However, as adjusting to the new
currency involves some prices to be in
round numbers there are fears that some
businesses could abuse this development.
Bank deposits of people and
their purchasing power would not
be negatively influenced by the
redenomination either.
Regarding the non-influence on less
zeros on the purchasing power, the report
said buying power, as a rule, is largely
impacted by liquidity levels and its
volume compared to economic growth.
The CBI in January unveiled a
new 500,000-rial Iran Check with four
faded zeros. The fact that four zeros on
the money are pale was construed by
economic experts and analysts as the
first step toward lopping off zeroes.
In designing the new checks, four
zeros on the top-right of the check are
printed in faded color than the color of
the first two figures. Also, the figure ‘50’
is conspicuous on the bottom-right.
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Liquidity in the
Iranian Economy

Ali Divandari, Head of the Monetary and Banking
Research Institute of the Central Bank of Iran

O

ne of the prerequisites for successful monetary policy is to
have a healthy and stable banking system. In such an environment, the
monetary policymaker will also be able
to achieve the macroeconomic goals with
respect to other aspects of the matter. Accordingly, in the Iranian economy, due
to the problems and challenges faced by
the banking system, structural reform and
improvement of financial stability in the
banking system have been emphasized by
the scientific circles, trusted institutions
and policy makers in recent years.
After organizing the unauthorized
monetary and credit institutions and gaining valuable experience in this regard, the
issues and mechanisms for making structural reforms in the banking network and
reducing the imbalance in troubled banks
were raised. On the one hand, the high
volume of noncurrent claims, real estate,
frozen bank assets and banks involvement in buying small and medium enterprises escalated the dilemma of declining
quality of bank assets.
On the other hand, the shortage of
resources for the granting of new facilities and the failure to pay high interest
20

rates to investment deposits had accelerated the process of additional withdrawals of the banks from the Central Bank of
Iran (CBI) and their growing debts.
These problems had made impossible the continuation of the former banking trend and the destructive competition
in paying higher interest rates to attract
resources. For the same reason, since the
middle of the last calendar year, with the
aim of reducing banks’ imbalance and
stimulating the real sector of the economy, reappraisals of maximum interest
rates to deposits were announced. It was
expected that in case other steps towards
structural adjustment in the banking network were taken, part of the above-mentioned problems and challenges would be

High volume of
noncurrent claims,
real estate, frozen
bank assets and banks
involvement in buying
small and medium
enterprises escalated the
dilemma of declining
quality of bank assets.
settled to a large extent and it would have
a satisfactory performance in the face of
frustrations and economic impulses.
Nevertheless, the hostile attitude of
the new US administration, its withdrawal from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action (JCPOA) and the imposition of
unilateral sanctions disrupted the foreign
exchange system and exacerbated speculation in the market and price fluctuations
in these markets. The sharp fluctuations
in asset prices increased the demand for
money and, as a result, the conversion of
investment deposits into current deposits, or the technical conversion of quasi
IRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

money into money occurred. Since some
banks already had liquidity problems and
resource constraints beforehand, the conversion and transfer of deposits increased
liquidity pressure on banks and made the
attempt to manage liquidity at the banking level and curb it at a macro level as
a key issue.
In order to provide a clear picture
of the effects of currency fluctuations on
the bank’s balance sheet as well as liquidity dynamics, macroeconomic data is reviewed briefly at various stages this year.
Liquidity at the beginning of 1397
(2018/2019) was 15,300 trillion rials. In
September, liquidity increased to 16,700
trillion rials, and concurrently the trend
of money share reversed and rebounded
to 14.6%. Rise in demand for current
deposits will decrease the lasting of the
deposits and as liquidity increases, banks
face liquidity risk, and thus they inevitably resort to the CBI resources.
Statistics show that the monetary
base at the beginning of 1397 amounted to

2,140 trillion rials and the banks’ debts to
the CBI stood at 1,320 trillion rials. At the
end of Shahrivar (September), the monetary base reached 2,340 trillion rials and
the banks’ debts increased to 1,500 trillion
rials. This trend clearly shows that in the
first half of the calendar year, the banks’
debts have had a 90% increase in the monetary base and have become a dominant
factor in increasing the monetary base.
Fortunately, both in the government
and at the CBI good consensus has taken
place on the need to pursue structural reforms in the banking system. Obviously,
the success of structural reforms in the
monetary and banking system demands
prerequisites and requirements, most
importantly, having a comprehensive operational plan as a roadmap for structural
reforms.
In this regard, in an important step
to reform the banking system structure
and with the aim of focusing on the capabilities and capacities of the banks affiliated to the Armed Forces, the process of

merging Ansar, Ghavamin Bank, Hekmat
Iranian Bank, Mehr Eqtesad Bank and
Kowsar Bank in Bank Sepah started in
March 2019.
It is hoped that this merger will be
productive in enhancing the functioning
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of the banking system and further steps
will be taken to improve the banking
structure in a systematic and effective
way, in order to see the improvement of
the health and stability of the banking
system.
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Of course, part of the problem is
related to breaking the taboo of corruption among some government officers
and observers, which has obstructed the
mechanism of preventing corruption and
bribery in bypassing the law and smuggling takes place easier than ever. In a
clear example, the existence of 40%-60%
import cost, for example, in car imports
sector, has led to factors in profit making
from smuggling because of the organization of smuggling. The politician must
understand that the justification for imports with the high tariff is eliminated,
and this disrupts the economy.

Smuggling & Dirty Money
on Iranian Economy
T
he constant shift in trade policies
along with the application of misguided currency policies has led
to an increase in smuggling and even a
reversal of the path to change. In the current situation, smuggling has expanded to
such a degree that is taken for granted and,
apart from the sector of energy carriers
that are always smuggled out of the country it has spread to many commodities
ranging from flour and pharmaceuticals to
livestock and saffron. Unfortunately, our
approach vis-à-vis the international community is not an approach to help achieve
economic development and growth,
which would eliminate these problems.
In fact, instead of negotiating with the
world we have practically quarreled with
them over the years. Only during the negotiations on Iran’s Nuclear Deal (Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action - JCPOA)
or during former president Mohammad
Khatami’s ‘Dialogue of Civilizations’ our
foreign policy was such that served our
22

interests and our economic situation also
improved.
For the rest of the years, unfortunately, the use of fiery tongue of politics
in relation to most of the major players
in the world economy ranging from the
United States and the whole of the West
to the Persian Gulf states, and sometimes even states from the Middle East
and Southeast Asia, have made them reluctant to work with Iran. Generally, the
world’s common outlook about Iran is
that Tehran is not cooperative and therefore the leverage of the global economy
cannot be put aside against the country.
The potentials of interaction with the
global economy is important because in
the age of globalization of the economy,
we can use the said instruments as a powerful lever to lift the national economy
from the ground. Well, we are currently
in a revolutionary situation, and given
the circumstances attitudes are associated
with suspicion and pessimism, and hasty,
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successive and varied decisions lead to
persistent frustration in the society. Such
an approach, naturally, cannot bring
about growth, stability and tranquility for
the country, and instead presents a sick
economy one of the natural consequences
of which is smuggling.
On the other hand, smuggling in
Iran is organized and smart, and cannot
be easily resolved because it has been
there for many years and it has not been
challenged in the right way. Of course,
there are several general factors involved
in its expansion. First, the government’s
foreign exchange policy that has apparently been imposed on the Central Bank
of Iran is the starting point for the crisis.
Although criticisms of this decision are
widespread, until now, the monetary policymaker insists on supply of US dollar at
42,000 rials (for one dollar) to importers
of basic goods, which is, of course, due to
government insistence.
The reason why this policy is in-

volved in the spread of the smuggling
phenomenon is the considerable disparity
that has been created at the cost of basic
commodities in the open market at their
own expense after receiving US dollar
for 42,000 rials and giving the importer
a rent-based windfall. Of course, this is
not the only issue that has prepared the
ground for taking advantage of the government’s policies to gain windfall profits
in Iran’s economy.
Secondly, the mandatory policy of
controlling prices in the market, which
leads to a drop in the price of goods to
a level below the balance of supply and
demand, and is to the disadvantage of the
producer supports the first case and is another reason that boosts the temptation of
smuggling and intermediation by changing hands and taking goods even to the
other side of the borders.
Reverse trafficking is a natural consequence of the implementation of these
two methods, which is ripe nowadays
in the Iranian economy and has brought
export of imported basic goods even to
the other side of the Persian Gulf. At the
same time, the ban on import of 1,400
items of goods all of a sudden and without prior notice and time table is another
important factor. Given the high demand

Smuggling in Iran is
organized and smart,
and cannot be easily
resolved because it
has been there for
many years and it
has not been challenged
in the right way.
for many of the said items in the market,
such as foreign cars, the motivation for
domestic agents to move to smuggling is
further boosted.
Corruption is the brother of smuggling. In any country where there is abundant corruption the law and regulations
are easily bypassed and lack of transparency in the system will make the mechanism easier. Unfortunately, smugglers
today are more professional than ever,
and with regard to their organization, the
expansion of facilities, their knowledge
of the system and their relationships, they
are well aware of the ways of bribing officers. By disrupting the control means,
they succeed in abusing and engage in
import or export of prohibited goods
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Money Laundering
Money laundering is one of the
things that has a direct impact on smuggling: Whether money laundering as the
cost of moving goods across borders or
the proceeds from smuggling as dirty
money, both have a widespread impact
on the spread of corruption in the country. While accelerating and facilitating
smuggling, money laundering has turned
into a lucrative and productive business
for some groups. Lack of transparency
alongside this issue will lead to continued
trafficking and smuggling as a weed that
feeds at lower points of the meadow that
has less oxygen for growing flowers and
plants. Unfortunately, in the context of
the sanctions, transparency shrinks, and
when the banking relationships with foreign governments and actors are reduced
or eliminated, corruption spreads.
If we had a banking relationship
with other countries and the funds were
transferred to foreign parties through the
bank, trafficking would be more difficult
and could be detected thanks to the transparency of financial transactions. Now, a
situation has arisen that even for the official import and export of goods, we must
use a currency exchange that does not at
all have the transparency of the banking
transaction.
Even when large amounts of money
are circulating in the domestic accounts
of individuals and are not of a largely sustainable nature, the traffickers’ concern
for financial transactions diminishes and
this grows spontaneously. Fortunately,
in the last few months, the implemented
mechanisms and directives have improved the space outlined here, but still
low transparency and high money laundering are associated with mass trafficking in Iran.
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The 1398 Budget Proposal P ossible Development Impact

T

Mohammad Ali Farzin,
Development Economist

he impact of recent sanctions
on Iran and oil sales restrictions
have forced an adverse external
macroeconomic shock and austerity process; while subsequent Rial devaluation
(from 35,000 R to 120,000 R within a
month or so) has raised the scale of austerity through both inflation of circa 40%
and demand side effects on production
contraction and social welfare with cuts
in purchasing power and consumption.
Price increases have come from the side
of costs; goods exports volumes have not
increased rapidly to compensate; a rise in
inflation tax, forcing savings; and imports
in process of seriously being reduced.
A response of Iran’s Government has
been the 1398 (2019/20) Budget proposal.
A nominally huge increase of 38% from
the 1397 budget to 17,032 trillion Rials
(tR): an extra 4,800 tR. The budget is
intended to stimulate the economy and
resolve the above mentioned, to raise
Iran out of it’s serious stag-flation trap,
sanction related problems, zero/negative
GDP growth, and falling investment
rate. However, a budget that is certainly
controversial on the size, composition,
fiscal stimulus effects, and deficit gap
financing aspects – as well as its possible
money base expansion and inflationary
effects. As indicator, the extra 4,800 tR is
more than half the current national GDP
of 9,000 tR. Very ambitious indeed.
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Performance Based Budgeting
A government budget is, in principle,
an instrument for achieving national
development objectives and outcomes,
with limited available resources; an
integrated framework for action to ensure
systematic approach to performance based
budgeting, and preventing unnecessary,
ad-hoc and disparate activities from
dominating resource allocation decisions.
A budget document provides significant
information on Government and people
interaction; preferences and priorities;
money, resources and activity.
A good budget should improve national efficiency, equity and sustainability outcomes: i) equity – minimum social
protection, income distribution (Gini) and
deprivation status; ii) efficiency – general productivity (or value added), employment at national and local level and
enterprise possibilities; and iii) sustainability – usage of primary (capital, natural and human) resources and their depletion rates, as well as available ecological
services (e.g. carbon emissions rates).
From a development economics outcome
perspective, indicators of importance include: i) expenditure on bottom 40% of
population for: essential social services
(education, health and social welfare),
employment generation, productivity improvement and their income growth; and
ii) fiscal stimulus effects on macro level:
capacity growth (investment), capacity
use (more output and employment), savings generation, forex generation, monetary base, deficit financing, and their
sustainability dimensions.
However, in many countries the
annual budget is not used so appropriately,
and is more like a political cash grabbing
exercise for those lobbying better, with
subsequent ineffective, rentier, ad-hoc
and non-sustainable resource allocation
outcomes.
1398 Budget Size and Composition
The scale of budget has increased
significantly. It is proposed as 17,032 trillion Rials. A 38% increase by 4,800 tR.
Of this total, 12,770 trillion Rials (75%)
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rise by 9% - and the main burden of economic investment will come from public
entity budget. Again, inflationary threats
are apparent.

is the public entities (nationalized industries, banks, etc) share, with +52% growth
from 1397. This component is the fiscal
instrument for economic growth stimulus. The remaining amount, 4,700 tR (i.e.
25% of total) is the central government’s
own share (+9% growth), with significant
restructuring towards socio-economic
and social welfare expenditures.
Growth rates in budget sourcesuses (income–expenditures) between
1397 and 1398 indicate the following.
SOURCES : total income +39% increase,
of which; taxation –3%; real asset sales
+38%; financial asset sales –19%; special income sources +24%; all central
Government budget sources +8%; public
entities +52%. USES : total expenditure
+39%, of which; current expenditure
+9%; financial assets –19%; investments
0%; special sources +24%; all central
Government budget uses +8%; public entities +52%. Grants and transfers will rise
by 25%, social welfare by over 40% and
subsidies quite significantly.
Controversial indeed. Firstly, relative to Iran’s economy, the 17,032 tR budget is huge and dominating: it is twice
the size of GDP (now at circa 9,000 tR);
while central budget of 4,700 tR alone is

50% of GDP. An excessive government
involvement in the economy – despite
Articles 143 and 144 of the Constitution
(which possibly require closer to 25%,
and disbanding direct market activities).
Second, income sources remain
questionable. To finance expenditures,
income from taxation and other tariffs/
incomes are stated as having a minus
growth from last year, yet about 2,100
tR is specified (of which ¾ are from
taxation), and sales of various Government owned assets are about 2,000 tR
(e.g. 1,480 tR from oil/gas, rents and
real assets – with 38% growth; and 510
tR through bonds sales and financial instruments – with -19% growth). Raising
taxes further (including on wealth) is
possibly being considered, nevertheless;
with serious doubt on oil sales; and financial asset sales in the capital market
can have crowding out effects on private
investment; as well as the possible monetary base expansion if financing deficit
problems arise. Clearly all are also either
inflationary or restrictive.
Third, the fiscal stimulus impact of
expenditure items indicates that the level
of nominal government investment will
not change, but current expenditure will

Fiscal Stimulus
The nominal budget for 1398 is,
essentially, expansionary in both social and economic stimulus. It goes for
scale in economic growth through significantly raising public entities budget,
and for inclusivity in economic growth
through restructuring the composition of
the central budget – towards combined
capacity growth and capacity use, employment generation and social welfare
initiatives. Expansionary quality is hard
to estimate precisely given inflationary
circumstances, public entities spending
processes, private sector investment response and deficit financing outcomes.
Possibly aimed more at prompting the
consumption multiplier effect: and certainly needed in current circumstances;
however, such effects will come about
firstly more through initial money circulation effect on capacity use than through
initial investment in new capacity.
As example, from the total central
Government budget, 3,207 tR are for
current expenditures, and 620 tR are
investment expenditure. Despite this
5:1 dis-proportion, in todays weak
investment climate 620 tR is a good
number for Government investment –
once it actually happens. Also, more
than 1,000 tR are allocated for public
entity credit programmes on employment
generation, resilient economy and new
private sector investment: to be injected
into the banking sector as capital
increases and to enable their improved
financing. As part of the additional 52%
(of about 4,300 tR) in 1398 public entity
expenditures an amount of investments
will occur (and in tandem with the
banking sector injection).
These combined may possibly lead
to at least between 1,500 tR and 2,500
tR of new national income generation
over two years - once the envisioned
investments and bank credits happen in a
timely manner. That would then possibly
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raise current GDP of circa 9,000 tR to
about 11,000 tR.
Social Welfare Emphasis
The restructuring of the central
budget is indicated by the large budgetary
increase for socio-economic institutions
and components. Government Ministries
will receive 1,240 tR (a +29% growth
from last year): of this the Ministry
of Cooperatives, Labour and Welfare
(MCLW) will receive 430 tR (+35%),
Education 460 tR (+37%) and Health 140
tR (+11%). These three alone receive 83%
of Ministries budget. The social, welfare
and employment budget shares have risen
significantly far more than science-tech,
defense, industry etc. The significant rise
in the share of the MCLW is probably
related to the employment generation,
poverty reduction and re-distribution
programme (including resilient economy,
inclusive employment and targeted cash
transfers) which it is responsible for.
The “social welfare affairs” payments
component, with 1,130 tR allocated (a
24% share of the central budget) is the
highest share ever for this item (in 1395
it was 20%; 1390, 14%; 1385, 9%).
The composition indicates, in order:
43% share for Government employees
payments; 19% share military personnel
payments; 14% war veterans and religious
students; 8% share for vulnerable groups
(i.e. SWO transfer recipients; disabled;
female headed households; special
diseases; addicts; general poor; etc);
7% for general public (i.e. pensioners,
youngsters and children); and 7% for the
rest (i.e. rural residents, writers, artists,
special insurance requirements, etc). Of
this current expenditure, payments to all
government employees (civil; military;
pensioners; veterans; etc) alone will be
approximately 870 tR.
These expenditure items (on wages,
salaries, insurance, pensions and human
capital) come to circa 68% share of the
current budget, well indicating the consumption based fiscal stimulus of Governments own expenditure. How sustainable
this is another matter altogether: as the
composition in payments indicate much
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inefficiency and non-sustainability - e.g.
nearly 50% of the payments are towards
pension and insurance funds related stabilization processes, rather than for direct
low income groups stimulus; while rising
government employees payments further
stimulates social inequalities.
Development Impact
The public entities budgetary
package, especially, is a fiscal stimulus
aiming to prompt the economic multiplier
effect. Given the extent of government
involvement and ownership of the
economy (80% of GDP; 20% of direct
employment), the impact of such a large
fiscal stimulus on economy may support
higher output growth over the short term.
Also, the central Government budget
restructuring indicates that two thirds
of the budget will be for direct socialeconomic expenditures. However, only
probably 50% of the latter will have
good outreach and multiple effects on
the real economy; while much of it all
will go into price inflation, remain in the
financial circulation or go into rentier
type processes.
Given an overall 39% fiscal increase
of 4,800 tR, the economic impact can
(potentially) be significant: however, the
full amount will efficiently be used only
once the money transmission mechanism
and instruments utilised for this purpose
are appropriate and lead to a competitive economics based outcome (and are
not absorbed through rent seeking and
non-transparency). The extra expenditure
should then prompt a rise in nominal national income – at least by about the same
39% budgetary increase, and possibly
more due to a economic “multiplier” effect (and depending on to what extent of
the 39% is quality “invested” and not just
spent disparately).
Regretably current adverse expectations will hinder this: while the multiplier
in Iran is estimated now to be generally
only around 2; so any extra investment
will generate twice its size in income;
however other current expenditures on
social welfare will also have some impact
on demand and money circulation.
Further, given Iran’s industrial
structure, which is historically dependent on intermediate goods and capital
goods imports (possibly 70% of all imports), and both being limited by foreign
exchange earnings, the trade off between
capacity growth and capacity usage (the
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two crucial indicators) will become even
more pronounced; unless either greater
capital inflows take place, reserve reductions happen or, increased exports occur.
All are unlikely as unfortunately foreign
exchange generation by significant more
non-oil exports or capital inflows or fund
financing are presently difficult. An output capacity growth rate of at least 3%
and a capacity utilisation rate of at least
75% are minimally required to resolve
Iran’s current problems.
Generally, any excess saving over
investment makes output decline (if the
export response is not strong), unless public action is taken to fill the gap somehow.
The Government could ensure more public works programmes to prompt money
circulation and rising velocity: to prompt
bottom-up demand and value added generation; to fill the saving-investment gap.
The local economy velocity and new
income circulation can compensate significantly for any new debt burden (bond
sales by Government) required to pay for
the budget package.
Given the above scenario, issues
and assumptions, one can expect that the
incremental 39% nominal fiscal effect in
1398 of an injection of new 4,800 tR into
the economy may then lead to an extra
rise in nominal value added income over
the next couple of years or so of about
2,000 tR (once a 30% inflation discount
is applied and given inefficiency issues).
Given that current GDP stands at about
9,000 tR, one would then expect it to
rise above 11,000 tR within two years.
Possibly a secondary similar amount over
the same period after two years. That is,
perhaps a total of 4,000 tR in income
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gains from this specific 1398 fiscal
stimulus package.
How much of this new income will
adjust for inequality and actually trickle
through or trickle down to ordinary
people ? Given a high Gini coefficient
of around .40 (officially, but unofficially
estimated to be above .50) and which
the new inflation will probably raise
even further - will mean that probably
only half the real income rise will be
distributed appropriately to the bottom
75% (the remainder will become
concentrated in richer groups). This
indicates that only half of the extra 2,000
tR income gain over the next year or so
may possibly be distributed equivalently.
That is, only about 1,000 tR will be
divided between the majority of the 81
million population of Iran – or about 12
million Rials per capita – or 48 million R
per household. This latter is about 40% of
the current average yearly wage (of circa
120 million R) and may be considered as
the incremental budgetary expenditure
impact on real income (over an average
one-to-two year period).
In all probability, then, if the 4,800
tR huge incremental (expansionary) injection reaches ordinary people by a
factor of only one eight, 500 tR will be
available to share between 20 million
households. That is, 25 million R each
household ; or a 20% nominal income
gain on the current baseline. Although
highly useful, it is still below next years
expected inflation rate of 40%.
Iran needs to generate nearly four
million new jobs. The point of all the
above is that an additional 4,800 tR injection with 50% outreach and 1,000 tR

direct investment along with subsequent
minimum 2,000 tR yearly nominal GDP
increase may possibly be generated. This
is huge scale and highly ambitious. Such
a scenario will help employment generation by creating about 2 million jobs (if
the overhead cost of establishing one job
is 1,000 million Rials). The real challenge
would be to ensure more labour intensive
processes so that the overhead cost of establishing one job would be much less –
e.g. 500 million Rials. The latter would
then ensure going towards 4 million jobs.
Once employment generation is
sustained, then pressure on increasing
vulnerability and income inequality may
also be reduced.
Multiplier Limitations and
Development Challenges
Challenges to this way of perceiving
the economic world are, of course, also
real.
The Government cannot push
through on its own: nor with monetary
expenditure and extra fiscal stimulus
alone. Much of this development impact
will depend on the implementation
capacity of the Government, its
economic expenditure quality and timely
disbursements – of much worry in the past.
It will also be restricted by the strength
of the forces opposing such a fiscal
stimulus: international sanction’s regime;
devaluation; local adverse expectations;
inflationary dynamics; local institutional
capacity to perform; rent seeking; and
local productivity and financial gain
opportunities. If the strength of these
forces (as a whole) are significantly
greater than the fiscal stimulus package,

The nominal budget
for 1398 is, essentially,
expansionary in both
social and economic
stimulus.
then the current low 0% GDP growth rate
may become an economic trap difficult to
break out of. It will lead to significantly
more unemployment, add to the business
crisis and raise vulnerability, poverty and
inequality - consequences that would be
very worrying.
The plan to finance over 1,000 tR
through asset and bond sales will, in
any case, result in subsequent further
involvement of the Government in the
money and capital markets, and the
possible further crowding-out effects
for private investment and initiative; of
course, unless indirectly and strongly
compensated by downstream public
works schemes to prompt employment
– demand – and subsequent crowdingin effects that also prompt private sector
investment and initiative.
The budget’s development impact,
however, will mainly be constrained by
conventional expenditure channels that
are inflationary, and working mechanisms
that are inefficient (generating expectations not conducive to the Government’s
plans). In general, there will be a low
“multiplier effect” accordingly; and more
leakage/inflation than value added or employment generation. The historical problem is that such incremental expenditures
will be wasted, leaked, used up in current
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expenditure and go for inflationary activities due to an extensive top-down, “rent
type” and “inequality” structures that is
built to consume easy oil income. Expenditures also takes time (a year or so) to
work through, mainly due to an untimely
government financial disbursement system. Due to these constraints, probably
only 30%-50% of fiscal injections and
expenditure have useful, quick final development impact.
The Government also probably
believes that in the historical “rent” environment, monetary injections are a
necessity to just keep the basic financial
system from functioning (without any institutional change). Given that no significant institutional change (or performance
based change) is expected to take place,
a weak multiplier effect is to be expected
over the short term.
Unless transmission mechanisms
and methods change, the budget will,
probably, also prompt significant new
distribution issues. It will not be able to
reduce “rent structures” “rent-seeking”
or “rent-protection-activity” – and, conversely, will prompt inequality to rise
through the initial inflationary shifts of
wealth towards the richer, and before any
new productivity gains set in; and something the devaluation has already undertaken by making dollar holders very
wealthy. Economic mechanisms have
not, on their own, been able to resolve
distribution problems either: so only slow
improvements in both competitiveness
and sustainable productive employment
generation are to be expected. Given the
existing income inequality, it is highly
probable, then, that the aggregate real
GDP growth noted above will not all
trickle through to everyone (and equally):
and will not be proper inclusive growth,
unless specific Government measures are
in place to ensure that this happens.
Inflation, Deficit Financing and
Money Expansion
In current circumstances then, “investment” quality of extra expenditure
is controversial – raising worries of inflation. Given both fiscal scale increase
and possibly conjoint rise in cost-prices
of products, the inflationary effect in the
coming year is expected to be at least a
20 percentage-point rise (bringing inflation close to 40%). How true these expectations are, one cannot say for sure. The
Government believes, nevertheless, that
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it can manage inflation, perhaps as not
all revenue generated from asset sales or
taxation (that is expected to rise) will be
re-injected into the economy; or the policy to strictly keep the Rial at an 80,000
R value (rather than allow it to further devalue) may be a dampener on inflation;
while imports of cheap consumer products through barter may flow in; money
supply may not be expanded significantly; and inflationary expectations may
also change (if society “buy’s-in” to the
effects of new budgetary policy).
Tax rises have also been mentioned;
as have asset sales in the budget – as
means to prompt extra expenditure. What
other initiative may take place? Initiatives to reduce cost-based inflation by
price freezes may possibly be forthcoming; but any cost-inflation reducing programme to be successful has to be accompanied by funding (other than mere
force) – through either increased forex income from abroad, or more fiscal saving.
However, circumstances indicate funding
constraints in the short term, and so we
can expect further rises in inflation.
The funding gaps recorded in the
document include: a 1,120 tR deficit in
operational activities (a 45% rise from
last year), indicating tax and tariff income
is already in shortfall; a 860 tR surplus
in assets (with a 88% growth indicating
an expected higher oil revenue relative
to Government investment expenditure
plans); both indicating only a 260 tR total
deficit. Good news – if happens as expected. However given asset sales probabilities, one can expect more pressure
on tax increases and tax collection efforts
on the horizon. The document remains
probabilistic on the extent of the circa
2,000 tR deficit financing required, as it’s
assumptions about revenues and sales are
probabilistic. One can expect, possibly, a
gap of above 1,000 tR required to finance
just central budget expenditures of 4,700
tR – let alone the public entities funding
gaps and requirements.
In all, given the constraints, non
of the financial side methods will easily
be possible. The expected fiscal deficit
may probably be larger than 1,000 tR, of
course, if the expenditure targets are to be
kept to. And certainly, if real and financial
asset sales face a problem: a large potential gap eventually requiring monetary
expansion and an excess money supply
growth through quantitative easing. To
what extent though?
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First of all, the new expansionary
general budget will itself be potentially
inflationary. Given the historical circa
25% annual growth rates in all the three
dimensions of inflation, budgetary growth
and money supply growth, and their correlation (and cointegration) a reading of
the budget document suggests continuation along these same lines: probably a
large deficit involved that cannot easily
be financed; money base expansion; etc
(the same story).
If the main part of the deficit financing eventually falls back on money supply creation, it will prompt inflation. Given the circa current 1,900 tR base money
volume in Iran, there is also additional
reason to worry due to the near equivalence of the possible annual deficit and the
monetary base level. The Central Bank of
Iran (CBI) recently announced monetary
expansion of circa 22% in the past year (a
figure also in line with the long term average growth rate). Base money volume
was circa 1,900 trillion Rials (growing at
over 19%); total liquidity close to 16,000
trillion Rials (up by 22%); and total banking sector liabilities about 21,000 trillion
Rials (of which around 50% are private
sector deposits). Liquidity is, therefore,
more than one and half times GDP.
These monetary aspects indicate
both possibilities and real red lines for
the 1398 Budget packages deficit financing channel. Unless wisely programmed
and implemented, significant money (liquidity) expansion will probably happen
by end of 1398: at a conservative 25%
growth rate (on existing liquidity baseline
of 16,000 tR) it would result in at least
another 4,000 tR rise, while inflation levels of above 40% are then possible. This
is a significant increase. Further, financial
capital and debt burden will even more
increasingly dominate (constrain) the
workings of the real economy – especially with the high level of interest rates
prevailing. Unless something serious is
done to reduce adverse impact.
Heterodox Solutions
The above suggest that constraints
will exist in financial and money markets,
resulting in varying capability to mobilise appropriate funding for expenditure
required to raise Iran’s capacity growth
and capacity use. How can a budgetary
(fiscal) approach ensure both? How can
it ensure improved development finance
dynamics - enabling new money to reach
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the periphery, new small business development? As stag-flation is a combined
production-distribution problem, how
can the budget alleviate root causes of
this problem? Can Government facilitate
fiscal policy conjoint with public investment and monetary policy to help resolve
the stag-flation dynamics?
Given the financing gap problem,
the alternative (heterodox) possibilities in the stagflationary climate of 1398
would, in principle, include deploying
simultaneous fiscal restraint in current
transactions, increased capital formation
through public investment, intelligent
manipulation of import quotas, and more
export incentives to offset external shock.
Through the following possibilities: i) an
expansionary policy and increased public
investment – which will speed up capacity growth and subsequent investment
crowding-in from private sector, but at
the cost of higher inflation; ii) more fiscal
restraint in the required gap financing –
which may actually permit faster capacity growth and reduced inflation, but with
lower capacity utilization and employment (although such austerity is politically difficult); iii) or somehow more higher

exports – which can help release forex
but again difficult; iv) more import quotas and controls to coordinate that both
capacity growth and capacity utilisation
rise in conjunction with other policies.
The extent which the 1398
Budgets financial programming has
appropriately considered such structural
macroeconomic relationships is unclear.
But it seems to have adopted such a
heterodox position.
The key to fiscal success, generally
in such circumstances, would be in
prompting the macro savings-investment
differential gap (now estimated to be at
leats at 1,000 tR), the huge quasi-money
base (now circa 21,000 trillion rials),
their conjunct debt generation issues, and
the actual money circulation, to move
away from the tendency for pure financial
transactions, bank account holdings, asset
speculation and asset intensive processes
that they are currently trapped in. A move
towards something smaller, networked,
real, productive and more employment
generating activities (e.g. micro and SME
production) - that can actually realize
local relative comparative advantage and
utilize the existing potential capacity for

The “social welfare
affairs” payments
component, with 1,130 tR
allocated (a 24% share of
the central budget) is the
highest share ever for this
item (in 1395 it was 20%;
1390, 14%; 1385, 9%).
domestic production growth and more
employment.
Unlike orthodox programming and
assessment of capacity growth prospects,
that believe output is predetermined by
supply sided capital accumulation, in
such circumstances as Iran faces today
policy cannot assume that private sector consumption and saving alone will
(or could) appropriately adjust to make
the national income and product balance
out and assure full employment. That is,
programming as if we are in an “equilibrium” environment to start with. There
is a need, therefore, to introduce adjustIRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

ment mechanisms such as short-run output changes that are prompted from fiscal
stimulus, via which the various gaps can
be resolved consistently with the current
institutional structure. The 1398 Budget
seems to have taken such a first step.
In stag-flation periods, inflation
takes off even while output is well below
capacity use as the inflation rate is usually
coming from the side of costs (and
business mark-up’s – as we have recently
witnessed following devaluation) and
are usually prompted by Government
entities. Therefore, saving, investment,
forex, credit and inflation restrictions
on potential output capacity growth and
capacity utilization rates are very real,
and once devaluation and external shock
happen, the affect on the real economy
becomes more complex (as we witness).
A good performance based budget
(fiscal) programme needs to factor in usually at least three capacity growth restrictions (i.e. savings, investment and forex)
and two inflation processes (cost-push
and demand pull) - and which all interact.
The linkage between the domestic capacity of potential output growth and actual
capacity utilisation (employment) in Iran
has in the past been unavoidability linked
to: i) capital goods and intermediate
goods imports to support both investment
and production; ii) local savings supply
(and credit); and iii) foreign exchange
availability. The recent sanctions have
changed this structure and are forcing a
restructuring towards domestic goods,
more local supply of funds and monetary
base expansion.
The solution would be to not only
have more economic growth and per capita productivity (and through better monetary transmission paths and channels),
but to have this growth rate and pattern
in a manner that improves human capital,
employment, diversification, technological improvement, increased alternative
green livelihoods, and improvements in
the resource base. These need innovation
in financing towards more smaller, inclusive and labour intensive project financing outcomes that can ensure all together
(in an integrated manner).
Such heterodox approaches also
are preventative measures against
significant growth rate in rentier capitalist
processes that not only produce financial
distortion and bubbles but also engender
finance/banking monopolies and larger
debt burdens that arise when excess
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deregulation takes place: all of which
are increasingly causing problems and
prompting both financial crises cycles
and increase income inequality – along
with possible risks in banking institutions
possibly needing to be bailed out through
devaluations, money supply easing, cash
transfers and similar actions (all against
the principle of economic prudence and
discipline).
If Iran is to ensure such a sustainable development economics outcome
through implementation of the 1389
Budget mechanism, apart from the rise in
scale by 4,800 tR, and not having to face
a 4,000 tR liquidity expansion, it would
also require at least a two pronged strategy that can programme for the above
mentioned targets in an integrated manner, with own appropriate Standard Operating Procedures, to compensate for the
financial adversity, as follows:
I) By promoting a general policy
and a complementary programme approach that targets the local level, so as to
shift production and money circulation to
where the relative comparative advantage
is (1); by supporting productive, entrepreneurial, creative, innovative, micro-small
sized enterprises ; and doing it through
a combined monetary-fiscal policy approach that backs targeted public investment in a) low overhead cost per employment generated, b) high value added
per unit output, and c) labour intensive
employment generating projects. This is
a temporary, SMART type approach for
starting up stagnated systems.
II) Through a restructured monetary
policy that enables increased access to
inclusive financial services, with more
weight given to the financing of I above
(e.g. 15% of all financing). Through
strengthening the capacity of domestic
financial institutions to encourage and
expand access to inclusive banking,
insurance and financial services (i.e.
services for all) that ensure the appropriate
investment projects and packages are
financed – investment projects that can
result in value added generation and
trickle up growth (rather than trickle
down) by generating money circulation
and multiplier impact.
That is, a combined fiscal and
monetary policy is required in Iran so as to
achieve a joint objective – and with own
(new) criteria and operating procedures.
An appropriate combination of monetary
policy and fiscal policy would both
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In current
circumstances then,
“investment” quality
of extra expenditure is
controversial – raising
worries of inflation.
complement the new domestic oriented
restructuring policy and also alleviate
the current austerity process; at the same
time prompting local effective demand to
alleviate and mitigate the adverse effects.
This is a new development oriented
inclusive finance approach which has own
criteria, systems, approaches, procedures
and outcomes (2). It may be programmed
for either a temporary period of time,
or for the short-term, for medium term
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and/or as a long term architecture – as
necessary.
The main lesson of all this is that
complementary programmes, mechanisms, targeting, operating procedures
and detail matter for the 1398 Budget fiscal programme to succeed. It is not just
about spending. Meanwhile, commitments to experimentation, innovation, assessment and evaluation are continuously
required to ensure that annual budgetary
requirements are met and expenditure is
results based and there is performance in
achieving targets.		
Endnotes
1 Remembering that where there is relative
comparative advantage, the overhead costs for
start ups can be lower.
2 The above concepts are also more fully developed
in an article by this author entitled Central
Banking and Inclusive Finance: Lessons from
Global Experience.

Mohammad Etemad

Top Entrepreneur in
Iran’s Apparel Industry
M

ohammad Etemad is one of the
leading entrepreneurs in Iran’s
clothing industry. He worked
during daytime and studied at nights simultaneously. He worked in the Carpet
Company for a while, then turned to the
press and pursued his work in the field of
advertising. After the 1979 Revolution he
established the Maxim clothing company.
First, he only produced shirts, then pants,
suits and at the moment is active in the
field of producing full garment set so that
the customer, by entering into the Maxim
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store, can buy everything from socks,
bags and shoes up to suit, overcoat and
raincoat.
Currently, Maxim is one of the major
clothing brands in Iran products of which
have attracted the attention of the public.
Under the pretext of introducing
Mr. Mohammad Etemad as a top
entrepreneur in apparel industry in Iran,
we take a glance at the current situation
of this industry:
The textile industry is among the
biggest, most important and oldest inIRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

dustries of the world which has attracted
the attention of most world countries and
the grand economies due to providing
high job opportunities and because of its
extraordinary role played in industrial,
economic and social fields. Its diversified
advantages such as providing high job
opportunities, generating hard currency,
producing national wealth, needing less
investment in comparison with other industries, and its high added value have
all encouraged many countries to begin
their industrialization only with the tex31
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tile and clothing industries and still make
progress in the knowledge-based fields
with high added value. Among successful policies in the advancement of the industry which has almost been executed in
all pioneering countries (such as China,
India, Turkey, Vietnam, etc.), is attraction of foreign investment the prerequisite of which in the first step is making
production costs competitive and then
facilitating the proper business environment, signing free and preferential trade
contracts with the target export markets
and maintaining infrastructures, financial
facilities and export incentives. Furthermore, gaining access to the raw materials,
inexpensive and skilled manpower, overall support of the governments, diversified incentives and tax exemption, are
considered as the domestic and foreign
incentives in the industry.
The clothing industry is at the
same time one of the major industries
in the country which not only causes no
problem for the environment but can also
create wide range of job opportunities
and generate a high value added in the
economy.
The garment industry in the country
has been faced with numerous problems
over the past years, the most important
of which being irregular imports from
other countries, a problem that forced
many manufacturers to shut down their
units. The inclusive employment plan
presented by the deputy for entrepreneurship development and employment of the
Ministry of Cooperatives, Labor and Social Welfare emphasizes on the economic
privileges of the country, including the
clothing industry.
Director of the national plan for development of business and sustainable
employment said while the garment industry in Iran has 860,000 workers, there
are nine million people working in this industry in Turkey. Reza Taziki, comparing
the clothing industries in Iran and Turkey
said: “The population of Turkey is around
80 million nine million of which are active in the garment industry; the country
is the world’s largest exporter of socks
and jean fabric and the world’s fourth
largest exporter of apparel industry.”
He continued by saying that up
to the year 2023, Turkey’s textile and
clothing exports will rise to $80 billion,
and wages in the clothing industry are
four to five times higher than in China,
India, Thailand and Indonesia. According
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to Taziki, Turkey has invested 11 percent
of the GDP in modern technologies and
machinery.
Saying that Iran’s population is
about 80 million like Turkey, he noted
that the per capita consumption of
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clothing in Iran is $185 and the size of
Iran’s apparel market is estimated at
$15 billion. The director of the national
‘takapoo’ (searching) project said:
“However, 860,000 people are active in
the textiles, clothing and spinning fields

in Iran and the share of the clothing sector
is 550,000 people.”
He put domestic garment production
in the clothing industry at less than $6
billion and said about 35 to 40 percent of
Iran’s domestic apparel consumption is
supplied by the Iranian producers. Taziki
said the amount of garment exports from
Iran to Afghanistan and Iraq was $40
million, adding that with the continuation
of such a trend, there would be no
perspective for the country’s clothing
industry; in other words, the industry had
not been prioritized by Iran’s industrial
and economic policymakers.
A glimpse at the record of the current
big figures in the textile and clothing industry of the world shows that just at the
very juncture when they were trying to
match the fabric industry with their clothing industry, we created a great wall between the two industries, and with regard
to the exhaustion of the textile machinery,
we attributed production of poor quality
fabric in Iran to the prevalence of foreign
fabrics in the apparel industry. Right at
the same time when Turkey and China
were trying to reduce industrial production costs, in Iran, due to the prevalence
of a terrible economic disease and double
parity foreign currency, production costs
increased each day.
In this regard, as the statistics say,
about $2.6 billion worth of garments are
shipped annually to Iran, while 20,000
sewing units are active in Iran creating
jobs for 300 thousand people who are
compelled to compete with foreign brands
in an unequal condition. But this is not
the whole story; the other side of the coin

is the time when the irregular smuggled
goods are flooded into the country and
no producer can compete with it. If we
say that smuggling has damaged this industry, we have passed the ball from our
own country because Iran’s garments are
being distributed under Arab and Turkish brands, but we have problems inside
our own country. This group of experts
believes that if beliefs are reformed and
Iranians believe that they can provide for
the country’s textile products with presumptions and rigorous methods, it will
help the development of the industry.
Of course, at present, Iran’s textile
exports amount to one billion dollars,
which according to experts, could
increase by three times in the short term.
Therefore, it seems that the leading
and progressive countries in the textile
industry and textile machinery in the
world will take this historic opportunity
and use it properly for entering the
Iranian market, but our country’s textile
and clothing industries should strive not
to prepare the ground for the emergence
of smuggling in the country which will
incur losses on the domestic producers.
The apparel and textile market has
always been hit by the smuggled goods
into the country, which has led to the lower levels of production and even closure
of countless units in the industry. Mohammad Mehdi Raeiszadeh, Secretary
General of the Association of Iranian Textile Industry, saying that the coefficient
of the penetration of clothing imports to
Iran is one and a half times bigger that
the world average, noted that the issue of
smuggling is the most important problem
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facing the textile, especially the garment
industry, in the country. With the growth
of the import of the smuggled clothing
into the country in the past decade and
hitting the target of $6 billion, about half
to one million jobs were lost in the country. According to the official statistics of
the Customs Administration, official import of the textiles and clothing in the past
10 years amounted to $23.7 billion, but
the statistics for the smuggled textile and
clothing was $25 billion over the same
period, which means the total imports of
clothing and textiles amounted to $60 billion, including $10 billion in 2011.
Raeiszadeh referred to the high
margin of profit for the sellers of the
smuggled clothing as the most important
reason for Iran gaining the first rank in
the smuggling of textiles and clothing
with fake brands. He added that 75%
of the total discoveries of the smuggled
clothing in the country belong to China
and 9% to the UAE, the countries which
stand on the top of exporters of clothing
with fake brands.
Therefore, it can be said that the
market for speculations about the future
of the Iranian economy is very booming
after the lifting of the sanctions. Some in
the not-too-distant past, considered the
sanctions the most important problem in
Iran’s economy and believed that by removing them, a huge opening would be
created in the economic situation of the
country, on the other hand, others believe
that lifting of the sanctions will only facilitate export and import, as the internal
problems of the Iranian economy should
be resolved in other ways.		
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J

apan, often called the Land of the
Rising Sun, with a population of
127 million is considered one of
the great powers: its economy being
the world’s third-largest by GDP and
the fourth largest by international trading. It has a highly educated population
and very skilled labour force; a highly
developed country with a very high Human Development Index – including the
highest life expectancy, and nearly the
lowest infant mortality rate in the world;
and with significant contributions to
modern technology and progress.
Japan’s Economy
Modern Japan’s economic growth
began in the Meiji period from 1868
onwards, embracing both a market
economy approach and significant investment in education and small agriculture. Many of today›s enterprises are
from that time period. The “post-war
economic miracle” of Japan (1960’s to
1980’s) witnessed real economic growth
rates of above 7% per annum, falling to
an average of 3% after the 1980’s.
Japan’s economy is now the third
largest in the world in terms of GDP, af36
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pan’s cereal production.
Japan accounts for one of the
world’s largest fishing fleets and for
nearly 15% of the global fishing catch fourth in the world. It captured 4.8 million tons of fish in 2010, 9.5 million tons
in 1990, 9.8 million tons in 1980, 8.5
million tons in 1970, 5.5 million tons in
1960 and 3 million tons in 1950.
The services sector makes up
three quarters of GDP.
Japan attracted 20 million international tourists in 2015. The Japan
Tourism Agency set the initial goal to
increase foreign visitors to 20 million in
2020. In 2016, having met the 20 million
target, the government has revised up its
target to 40 million by 2020 and to 60
million by 2030.

Some Impressions from a Recent Trip
ter the United States and China. It also
ranks highly for competitiveness and
economic freedom.
Japan’s labor force consists of 66
million workers with a low unemployment rate of 4%.
Japanese capitalism has many distinct features: lifetime employment and
seniority-based career advancement are
relatively common - “keiretsu” enterprise; strong management methods including the Toyota model, and Kaizen.
Japan’s industrial sector makes up
approximately 28% of GDP. It is home
to some of the largest and most technologically advanced industries: producers
of motor vehicles, electronics, machine
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tools, steel and non-ferrous metals,
ships, textiles, chemicals and processed
food industries. Japan is the third largest
automobile producer in the world, and is
home to Toyota one of the world’s largest automobile companies.
Japan’s exports were over $4,000
per capita in the mid 2000’s: main exports to United States (20%), China
(17%), South Korea (7%); in transportation equipment, motor vehicles, iron
and steel products, semiconductors and
auto parts. Japan’s main imports are
machinery and equipment, fossil fuels,
foodstuffs, chemicals, textiles and raw
materials for its industries.
Japan has a large coopera-

tive sector, with three of the ten largest
cooperatives in the world, including
the largest consumer cooperative in the
world.
Japan’s small agricultural sector is highly subsidized and protected,
with government regulations that favor
small-scale cultivation instead of largescale agriculture. Japans agricultural
sector accounts for only about 1% of

GDP. Only 12% of Japan’s land is suitable for cultivation. Due to this lack of
arable land, a system of terraces is used
to farm in small areas, resulting in one of
the world’s highest levels of crop yields
per unit area, with an overall agricultural self-sufficiency rate of about 50%
on fewer than 56,000 square kilometres
cultivated.
Rice accounts for almost all of JaIRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

Interesting things to know
about Japan
That Japan is Japan is no accident.
Their pro-activity for being both
hygienic and cleaning their environment is a motto;
Students and teachers together
undertake 15 minutes of school
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cleaning everyday – resulting in a
trained cohort of people who are
both humble and pro-active about
cleansing their environment;
Any person with a dog also has special cleaning bags for removing any
excrements;
Municipal street sweepers and
cleaners are called “health engineers” – and receive monthly salaries
of $5,000 to $8,000, after undergoing
written and oral tests;
The salary of a teacher is equivalent
to $7,500 per month;
All teachers at primary school are
women, and whom seem more considerate to the pupils than mothers;
When school holidays start,
children cry;
There are no exams from the first to
the third grade at school;
There is no such concept as failure
at school (from grade one to twelve)
as the objective is development,
ensuring understanding and depth,
and the building of character – and
not just training or memorizing;
The Japanese don’t “save” that
much;
Inflation is usually zero or negative:
Dying at / during work is considered an honour;
Failure in ones work is equivalent
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The average delay in trains is seven
seconds – and the concerned authorities apologise to the people for this at
the end of every year;
The Japanese are a people that
know the value of time, and with precision assess seconds and minutes.
That Japan is Japan is no accident.
to death for a manager;
There aren’t many villa type houses
in Japan;
People live in small spaces – circa
60 square meters;
Most women don’t work after they
are married;
Men provide their salaries to their
wives and obtain from them their
daily expense needs;
Japan doesn’t have any significant
natural resources (oil, gas, coal, ironIRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

ore, copper…etc.) and is confronted
annually with hundreds of earthquakes, and yet this hasn’t prevented
the country from being one of the
worlds economic powers;
Hiroshima managed to become the
same city in economic terms within
ten years from the time of the atomic
bomb;
The use of cell phones in trains,
restaurants and in all closed spaces
is forbidden – and in mobile cell

phones the word “ethics” is used instead of “silent”;
One of the education modules from
first to sixth grade is “leap towards
ethics” in which ethics and interacting with other people is taught;
Despite being one of the richest
countries in the world, they do not
hire domestic labourers, and it’s the
mother and father that are responsible for the children and home;
In the restaurant everyone only

takes as much as they will eat, and
at the end nothing remains on their
plates – and there is least overeating;
Students utilize their toothbrushes
after eating food at school, and take
care of their health from childhood;
The school managers eat the food
to be provided to the children half an
hour before, so as to ensure health
and hygiene – asked why they respond that the children are the future
wealth of Japan;
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One of the secrets to the development success of Japan is a culture that
believes there is no need to engage negatively as an enemy with anyone; ones
own development is sufficient to overtake others naturally; behaving properly and correctly is what is ultimately
required for success.
Indeed, that Japan is Japan is no
accident.		
By: Leilasadat Sanaei
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A Solution to
Stagflation
Iran’s Growth and
Development: Monetary and
Macro Type Solutions

Mohammad Ali Farzin,
Development Economist

I

ncreasing global complexity
has prompted many changes, multi-dimensionality in
functions and purpose, and new
processes which mean that sustainable solutions, objectives
and outcomes can no longer be
achieved through our previous,
singular (linear) approaches but
now also require new, multi-dimensional (and non-linear) type
solutions. Such complexity, and
ensuing gaps, problems and constraints have resulted in financial
instabilities and crisis – which
have prompted new global development and finance approaches,
and a new approach to development finance gradually overcoming both the traditional boundaries between monetary and fiscal
policy and between public and
private concepts, thereby linking public and private goods, and
forming public-private-community partnerships (PPP).
This article (1) suggests that
Iran’s development would be
significantly enhanced if the
new “development finance” and
alternative “inclusive finance”
systems approaches are enabled.
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Despite expansion of banking infrastructure and financial
products, poorer and low-income sections in Iran remain
out of touch with appropriate
financial services for growth
and development. A framework
of action is required. This article (part of three summarized
articles on this subject) provides
basic concepts and policies from
global lessons learnt – and indicates that inclusive finance is a
solution to stag-flation.
Iran’s development process is now also facing complexity challenges and needs to
strongly prompt both economic
growth and sustainable development. It would specifically
need to prompt more “inclusive” type growth, employment
and finance; all jointly and at the
same time; and in a manner that
can support sustainability. Such
development type approaches
to economic growth generation
have high probability of potential success in Iran, if government adopts them as the country
has significant potential: being
amongst most-endowed natural
and human resources countries;
with a population of 81 million;
and considered by the United
Nations as both a higher level
middle income country and with
a relatively high human development level.
On the monetary side of the
economy there is now a huge
money base – with both positive
and negative aspects. The Central Bank of Iran (CBI) recently
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announced monetary expansion
of circa 22% in the past year (a
figure also in line with the long
term average growth rate). Base
money volume was circa 1,900
trillion Rials (growing at over
19%); with about 600 trillion
Rials of notes and coins now
in circulation. Total liquidity
is close to 16,000 trillion Rials
(up by 22%); and total banking
sector liabilities about 21,000
trillion Rials (of which around
50% are private sector deposits).
With a GDP of circa 9,000 trillion Rials, liquidity is, therefore,
more than one and half times
value added (GDP); and the latter is fifteen times the amount of
notes and coins in circulation.
These monetary aspects indicate
both significant possibilities and
also real red lines. The simplest
probable indication of all this is
that the financial sector is regularly growing at more than 22%
- a significant rate, and much
more than other sectors - there-

by, financial capital is increasingly dominating the economy.
The latter suggests that Iran
now faces constraints in financial and money markets, which
are apparent: especially the increasing difference between
overall savings and new investments; with leakages in savings
as well as rising speculation in
assets; and a problem for real investment necessary to get back
into the productive circulation.
These then result in varying capability to mobilise appropriate
funding and savings; insufficient
appropriate investment opportunities due to stag-flation; sharp
dividing lines between informal
and formal financial markets,
along with domestic market segmentation; ongoing bias of lenders and investors against smallmedium sized, labour intensive
projects; incapacity of the poor
to borrow; more conservative
national central bank attitudes
and capacity for “development

finance”; etc (2).
How can a new policy approach and methodology in Iran
ensure both conjoint economic
growth and sustainable development? How can it ensure
improved development finance
dynamics that can enable new
money to reach the periphery,
new small business development? Given that stag-flation is
a combined production-distribution problem, how can the CBI
mainstream inclusive finance
methods to alleviate the root
causes of this problem? How
can the CBI facilitate monetary
policy with public investment
and fiscal policy to help resolve
the stag-flation dynamics?
The key to success in
all this, as indicated above,
is prompting the savings-investment differential and large
quasi-money base (now circa
21,000 trillion rials), along
with their conjunct credit/debt
and the actual money circula-
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tion, to move away from mainly
pure financial transactions, asset
speculation and capital intensive
processes they are trapped in,
and move towards the required
smaller, employment generating projects and micro and SME
production that can actually
realize local relative comparative advantage and utilize the
existing potential capacity for
domestic production growth and
more employment.
This move would also be
a preventative measure against
the significant growth rate
nowadays in rentier capitalist
processes that not only produce
financial distortion and bubbles
but also engender finance/banking monopolies and larger debt
burdens: all of which are increasingly causing problems and
prompting both financial crises
cycles and increase income inequality – along with possible
risks in banking institutions possibly needing to be bailed out
41
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through devaluations, money
supply easing, cash transfers
and similar actions (all against
the principle of economic prudence and discipline).
The main challenge in all
this is to not only have more
economic growth and per capita
productivity (and through better
monetary paths and channels),
but to have this growth rate and
pattern in a manner that improves human capital, employment, diversification, technological improvement, increased
alternative green livelihoods,
improvements in the resource
base. These need innovation in
financing towards more smaller,
inclusive and labour intensive
project financing outcomes that
can ensure all together (in an integrated manner).
If Iran is to achieve such
an outcome it requires at least
a two pronged strategy that can
programme for the above mentioned targets in an integrated
manner, as follows:
I) By promoting a general policy and a complementary programme approach that
targets the local level, so as to
shift production and money circulation to where the relative
comparative advantage is (3) ;
by supporting productive, entrepreneurial, creative, innovative,
micro-small sized enterprises ;
and doing it through a combined
monetary-fiscal policy approach
that backs targeted public investment in a) low overhead
cost per employment generated,
b) high value added per unit output, and c) labour intensive employment generating projects.
This is a temporary, SMART
type approach for starting up
stagnated systems.
II) Through a restructured
monetary policy that enables
increased access to inclusive
financial services, with more
weight given to the financing of
I above (e.g. 15% of all financing). Through strengthening the
capacity of domestic financial
institutions to encourage and ex42

pand access to inclusive banking, insurance and financial services (i.e. services for all) that
ensure the appropriate investment projects and packages are
financed – investment projects
that can result in value added
generation and trickle up growth
(rather than trickle down) by
generating money circulation
and multiplier impact.
That is, a combined fiscal
and monetary policy is required
in Iran so as to achieve a joint objective – and with own (new) criteria and operating procedures.
An appropriate combination of
monetary policy and fiscal policy would both complement the
new domestic oriented restructuring policy and also alleviate
the current austerity process; at
the same time prompting local
effective demand to alleviate
and mitigate the adverse effects.
This new development oriented
inclusive finance approach has
own criteria, systems, approaches, procedures and outcomes. It
may be programmed for either a
temporary period of time, or for
the short-term, for medium term
and/or as a long term architecture – as necessary.
The above concepts are
also more fully developed in
Part 2 and 3 of this article.
The financial system is important for economic growth: its
loanable funds encourage economic activity, prompting investors and investment; it supports
adoption of new technology and
new production process of an
economy; it enables spill over
effects into the whole economy.
Access to affordable financial
services lead to increasing economic activities and employment
opportunities with multiplier effects on the economy. It enables
a higher disposable income leading to greater savings and a wider
deposit base for banks and other
financial institutions. Policymakers and central bankers are now
hoping to develop more financially inclusive economic systems, to achieve equitable and
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sustainable growth. Financial inclusion is considered now as an
enabler of combined economic
and social development; through
savings mobilization and providing households and small
companies with greater access
to resources needed to finance
consumption and investment it is
believed to prompt joint growth,
poverty and inequality reduction,
and to also insure against shock.
Financial inclusion can also help
boost government revenue and
strengthen social safety nets by
developing labour and company
formalization: it enables the
Government to provide social
development benefits and subsidies directly to the beneficiary
bank accounts, thereby reducing
leakages in social welfare programmes.
The inclusive finance approach, and its various instruments and infrastructure such as
“social banking”, “micro-credit”
and “micro-finance”, promise to
be an answer to the challenge
of improving the transmission
effect (of any new money creation) on subsequent sustainable growth and employment:
by the possibility of selecting
a larger number of more useful
investments with improved joint
sustainable growth and employment outcomes.
All development programmes require sustainability
– as a key principle (financial
and non-financial). Much of the
success in inclusive finance may
be seen in the win-win scenario,
in which good banking and finance principles combined with
right targeting and development
programme management (including supports) bring about
a mixture that alleviate much
poverty and generates economic
growth (benefits) at the same
time. But getting this combination right is very difficult in
practice – and needs precision
and good sequencing of actions,
as well as the right institutional
set up, so as to meet the win-win
overlap areas of intersection in

the set of possibilities. An important benefit of inclusive finance is financial sustainability
in loan repayment rates: for example, in almost all cases of micro credit these have been above
95%. The programmes also
have proven able to reach the
poorest individuals, particularly
women, that have been difficult
to reach through sole financial
approaches.
The main lesson of inclusive finance is that complementary programmes, mechanisms,
targeting, operating procedures
and detail matter. Meanwhile,
commitments to experimentation, innovation, assessment
and evaluation are continuously
required.
Institutional Approaches
Such a combined target, in
tandem between the CBI, the
Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEAF) and the Plan and
Budget Organisation (PBO),
based on the principle policy
focus in development financing, would improve economic
growth, employment generation
and income distribution, and
help get Iran out of the current
stag-flationary trap. A strategy
that requires the above three
institutions to adopt a coordinated, combined fiscal and monetary policy of inclusive growth
outcomes through inclusive finance instruments and supportive public investments. Both the
national Inclusive Employment
and Rural Employment initiatives (part of the current Resilient Economy strategy) provide
possible good prototypes for
this to start with: as long as they
keep consistently to specific objective criteria – for example, of
low overhead cost per each employment generation for most
selected projects (to ensure high
value added and high employment outcomes).
If such a two pronged policy measure, as proposed in this
article, is undertaken the above

combinations which destabilize
in the short to medium term can
be mitigated. Stag-flation easily
distorts the balance between asset
values and income flows and so
one cannot evaluate the two sides
(real; money) of the economy
in a consistent and cointegrated
manner (neither the private investor nor the macro-economist);
forcing inaction or pushing new
investment towards later implementation and more rentier based
type initiatives and projects. The
subsequent sustained imbalance
between aggregate savings and
investment, a classic economic
problem (4), then leads to nonsustainability in all dimensions
including: a) distortions in the
benefits of investment outcomes,
b) weak income “trickle-down”
effects, and c) large income inequality (5). These raise the probability that interactions between
new investments will not necessarily have positive outcomes
(6)
and also that debt creation
and ponzi type adverse pyramid
structures will accompany this
and prevail. Together these lead
to quicker diminishing returns on
investment, thereby generally reducing the level and duration of
any real economic (GDP) growth
process.
Further reasons for nonsustainable processes and outcomes may include: the still
prevailing economic “solegrowth” policy approach; the
determined efforts to achieve a
national yearly growth target at
whatever cost (e.g. 8%); and,
the tendency in credit facilitation towards maximum profit
generating projects that can help
achieve the pre-set growth target. An approach that certainly
does prompt wealth generation,
but course as long as income is
distributed well, and new savings and profits are invested
back into the economic system
appropriately to ensure development: and so is, therefore, useful. Unless this does not happen
and then it has significant social
and environmental cost.
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For alleviating stag-flation
problems, and getting away
from the prevailing rentier
type growth, the proposed two
pronged policy approach should
encompass bottom-up institutional structures and mechanisms so that both the new
money creation and the public
investment can start their processes from the bottom. That
is, consumer market and small/
medium sized investments that
can trickle upwards, accompanied by appropriate skills training and monitoring/evaluation
mechanisms. A PPP approach
that brings together finance and
social institutions.
The recent Rural Employment Credit Scheme does provide an opportunity – but this
needs to become systematically
complemented by its own particular support mechanisms. If
done, the expectation would
be that such small targeted and
local-based interventions and
project financing (once scaled
well) may start the local money
circulation process and prompt
local economic cointegration required to help unfold the tangled
knot of various adverse economic dynamics and distortions
that sustain the current depressionary/inflationary inertia and
unemployment.
Improved, SMART type,
mechanisms are needed: to be
implemented in order to support the formation of informal
and formal local production
oriented groups, incubators,
growth hubs and business clusters. This would be very useful.
Based on strictly bottom up approaches (for development impact), and with their linkage to
broader and higher level value
chains ensured, they can prompt
local growth and also lower the
scale/level of the cluster hub in
a value added chain structure towards local comparative advantage rather than national comparative advantage. These, and
the latter especially, can help to
ensure sustained local dynam43
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ics and monetary circulation;
to reduce overhead costs that
raise transaction costs; to grow
sustainability (not necessarily
at a maximum rate); to prompt
further new investment in micro
and small enterprise in the locality; and to prevent savings from
flowing out of the region.
Challenges in Combining
Fiscal and Monetary Policy
The need for a strategy
seeking large scale impact in
value added, employment and
sustainability to meet growth and
development challenges, through
alternative and complementary
approaches that combine monetary and fiscal policy and with selection of appropriate public and
private investments – both appropriately integrated and coordinated, along with PPP – is now
globally accepted. The identification of priority private and public investments, along with their
complementary programmes and
financing, has become a major
effort. Such support mechanisms are considered paramount
and are being promoted by the
United Nations international development goals and indicators
(especially the Sustainable Development Goals, SDG’s).
These propose targeting rural development, urban development, health systems, education,
gender equality, environment
and science, technology and innovation – requiring combined
monetary and fiscal policy approaches, and public-privatecommunity partnership investment structures and procedures.
Highlighting the importance of
the role of governance in determining the development quality
of growth paths and public investment policies.
To meet such a large scale
challenge, both monetary and
fiscal policy have to adjust to
each others objectives and capabilities – and perhaps to a new
standard. Given lack of domestic resources in many countries,
44

significant increases in public
investments (in partnership with
private and community sectors)
are necessary. In stagnation conditions, this may be supported by
a quantitative easing of money,
and perhaps bond sales and other
resource mobilization. If designed to target low income areas/groups, and to set them on a
growth path structured to be selfsustainable, these can be successful in stag-flation (through
wealth shifts). The usual central
banking focus on macroeconomic stability, aggregate fiscal
discipline and overall inflation,
however, needs to be complemented in stagflation conditions
by other criteria for resource
allocation, efficiency and effectiveness in public spending that
are more structural (that is, at the
meso level and with programme
type qualities).
Consistently
combining
monetary policy, fiscal policy
and public investment towards
inclusive economic growth outcomes is not easy: i) given the
reality of the policy making
process of resource allocation;
ii) investment choices are usually made on political rather
than technical development priorities; iii) without appropriate
assessments of development alternatives, and good evaluation
usually remains in academic
and technical circles. Consistent
methodology is need.
However, and in any case,
the macro-economic system
itself never works too well to
enable us to undertake good investment assessment and project cost-benefit analysis, due to
both uncertainty and the fact that
many markets are dysfunctional
and prices and quantities are
not always aligned – along with
significant under-capacity and
unemployment. And of course,
fiscal policy (and public investment) impact on growth and development is also controversial.
It is argued that public investment has not been as positive/
significant as one might expect:
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large increases in public investment yield low return. Reasons
include some unconnected with
public investments (e.g. diminishing returns or terms of trade
adversity) and some to do with
assessment methods.
One important reason is the
following: credit seeks the highest project internal rate of return.
In many circumstances credit is
usually facilitated towards excessive capital intensity projects with high overhead costs
(of assets) relative to income
flows (which offer a high NPV).
When this accompanied by high
interest rate levels (and rentier
type costs) then contradictory
effects appear over-shadowing
the ongoing guesstimated net
benefits. One effect of this is a
less “trickle down” effect; another, of great importance, is
a continuous excessive rise in
capital cost for each new employment generated. In the late
1980’s – when the economic
“sole-growth” policy approach
was first implemented in Iran –
one job created in industry was
circa 70 million Rials; it is now
estimated at around 2500 million Rials (7). And not just to inflation alone.
One reason for this trend is
the near exclusive micro-based
view that financial profit maximization is sufficient criteria
for growth and choice of investment projects (and accompanying technique involved). A project is considered efficient and
the outcome of the adding up
of many such profitable investment projects is expected to be
positive. Instead, a more clear
understanding of how individually positive and beneficial investment projects may or may
not actually add up into positive outcome is required (either
with sole profit maximization
criteria or any other criteria).
Otherwise the selection of capital intensive projects based on
just profit maximization (over
a long period of time) can lead
to high overhead transaction

costs and non-sustainability.
So new methodologies for deciding on optimal investment
interventions are needed, to
make a fundamental difference
in identifying linkages between
investment, growth and development. For example, development policy-making could adopt
integrated programme and project selection methods: those that
compute a portfolio of investments on an area-based criteria
(so as to manage the computations and outcomes).
Further, the aggregate effects of combined policies, and
their development impact, also
remain difficult to identify and
assess, due to: definitions for
appropriate resource-allocation
criteria; basic budgeting/financing problems involved; and
impossibility of defining a comprehensive objective function
or decision-making mechanism
that can satisfactorily reconcile
the competing claims of different interests for resources across
the whole public sector.
The above contradictions
need to be addressed specifically, on the basis of SMART
type objectives and programme
targeting. Objectives that need
to also remain aligned with a
market-based and community
oriented wealth generation and
accumulation approach; however, rather than just targeting
capital intensive, high value
ended outputs, they also target
employment in core investments
in human capital, social capital,
SME’s and related infrastructure. To enable low income and
poor people to join the national
economic cycle and establish
the basis for a popular, privatesector led trade in diversified
outputs for economic growth.
Inclusive Development
Finance
Financial stability is a
public “good”, while financial
instability, on the other hand,
is very costly for all. A public

“bad”: bankrupting institutions,
making people poor and significantly reducing GDP (e.g.
global 2007 crisis). Further,
development, demographic and
economic factors have changed
Iranian people’s financial conditions and needs: increased migration and mobility is reducing
the ability to rely on family in
situations of need; privatization
of social services and increased
fee for service, such as in health
and education, and increasing
job insecurity due to unemployment, require new insurance
arrangements; while enhanced
access to financial services and
credit are required to better cope
with unemployment and new
small enterprise.
Preventing financial crises
and raising access, requires improved national capacity: better
macro-economic programme design and implementation; more
resilient and deeper financial
markets; better banking regulation and supervision; stronger legal frameworks, including bankruptcy and property legislation;
accounting standards and SOP’s;
monitoring of domestic capital
movement and market surveillance (given the excessive M3
figures mentioned above); orderly debt management; etc. To
ensure such enhanced financial
market efficiency (stability) it is
insufficient to consider only efficiency, but must also think about
who the financial markets serve
and how (equity), and long term
sustainability (stability).
Inclusive finance is about
this – and about the quality,
transmission and targeting of
money and credit. Enhanced
financial efficiency not only
benefits overall economic performance but also poor and low
income persons economic prospects – and needs good inclusive
and social finance principles, as
well as equitable burden sharing
between national banks, lenders,
borrowers, and the population.
Financial market depth and differentiation also enhances com-
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petition among market creditors, brokers, instruments and
products.
As banks dominate financial markets in Iran, while the
development of bond and stock
markets is also proceeding fast,
the development of financial instruments and services for the
financial needs and interests of
ordinary people and the poor
should be looked at (as they are
lagging). Progress in terms of
making financial markets more
responsive to people’s needs
could yield many benefits. Besides improving people’s financial security, it could encourage
savings, which, after all, should
be the main source of investment
(not just oil revenue). And it
could release some of the public
funds presently needed for public welfare and social security
programmes that could be undertaken instead through PPP. And
also to be invested in R&D for
such new financial instruments.
Instead of fully taking care of
people, people could be enabled
(made capable) to better take
care of themselves (individually
and in groups and cooperatives).
Financial inclusion has attracted development professionals, researchers, economists,
policymakers, bankers and academia. Financial inclusion is
considered now as an enabler
of economic and social development; believed to promise
prompting growth, and reducing
poverty and inequality, through
savings mobilization and providing households and companies with greater access to
resources needed to finance consumption and investment and to
insure against shock. Financial
inclusion can develop labour
and firm formalization, helping
boost government revenue and
strengthen social safety nets;
and is a means to measure the
growth of an economy as well
as human development. Policymakers and central bankers are
hoping to develop more financially inclusive economic sys45
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tems, to achieve equitable and
sustainable growth.
Development approaches
are now also fully concerned
with the integration of economic,
social and environmental concerns (or efficiency, equity and
sustainability) along with provision of both private and public goods, etc. The international
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) is indicative. However,
finance and banking are still
mainly concerned with money,
sole market mechanisms and private returns – as is natural.
Finance was originally, always a state managed resource
allocation process: with control of the money supply, interest rates and foreign exchange
movements, credit rationing and
quantitative control, etc, being
widespread in countries until recent times. The collapse of the
Bretton Woods system (of fixed
exchange rates), the US withdrawl from the gold standard and
the UK/US agreements on finance - in the 1970’s and 1980’s
- all significantly changed the
rules of global finance. Finance
and banking took centre stage,
global financial liberalization
became the rule: also leading
to privatization, outsourcing
and user fees of formerly state
provided public goods and services; and to more macro fiscal prudence concepts and sole
market-based mechanisms as
ideal solutions. This less restriction system and more financecum-market-orientation process
has resulted in a financing system that has expanded into an all
powerful global driver.
However, it has been a process of both progress and havoc
at the same time. The financial
sector is now so large that it is
immersed fully in its own self:
financial market growth rates
and procurements of assets are
at historical records; with huge
debt and debt financing burdens;
and with significant financial
risks all round. Sometimes requiring large scale support, bail46

outs, and price and devaluation
changes just to keep the financial sector afloat – and prevent
the adverse negative externality
spill onto economy and society.
Such globalisation and liberalization have also reduced
government revenue sources;
financially squeezing countries
(e.g. Greece recently) – along
with imposed international finance conditionalities and discipline (as EU on Greece). The
rising scale of international activity and growing number of
global corporations, commerce,
capital and people mobility, and
rising informal sectors, have also
helped reduce government revenue. Meanwhile public finance
needs and burdens have been
increasing: global openness requires new costly institutions;
businesses need to adjust to trade
competition, and so market integration needs expensive policy,
legal and infrastructural adjustments; environmental quality
needs R&D incentive structures;
society demands new approaches to costly education; financial crises and debt burden puts
pressure on public budgets and
peoples pockets, and bail-outs;
etc. A serious dilemma: budget
and trade deficits are punished
by the global financial markets;
cutting national spending risks
both the social fabric and future
economic competitiveness.
However, both the globalization process and development
constraints now prevent a return
to full, state-based capital controls and/or to a sole economic
growth capitalistic approach.
What is to be done? The real
issue is whether development
and finance are in tandem, supporting each other and to the
benefit of people. That is, is development finance inclusive?. A
development finance approach
is required, combining financial
progress with sustainable development – and within a publicprivate partnerships (PPP) type
framework – to ensure inclusion.
Taking into account lessons
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learned from past experience the
new global sustainable development goals SDG framework, for
example, intends to help reduce
the adverse financial affects of
the current complexity; a policy/
programming attempt at an integrated framework for combining economic growth, finance,
development and environmental sustainability approaches
and outcomes. That is, from a
sole finance, sole growth capitalistic obsession to finance for
sustainable development; from
sole state or sole private sector
to multi-actor public-private
partnerships (PPP); from sole
domestic policy action to international cooperation; and from
a private finance perspective to
one of inclusive finance. The
SDG framework can, possibly,
be seen as a global public goods
approach.
The SDG and PPP frameworks approach to development
finance can help bring together
the many variety of possible
solutions. Public and private today are in fact intertwined when
we consider the mixed, publicprivate nature of many goods,
commodities and activities. Social enterprise is a good example of such combination; the Iranian “vaghf” approach another
– both combine money making
and social capital development,
at a human pace.
Mainstreaming Inclusive
Finance
The financial system is important for economic growth;
loanable funds encourage economic activity; prompting investors and investment, the
adoption of new technology
and the production process of
an economy - with spill overs
into the whole economy. Access
to affordable financial services
would lead to increasing economic activities and employment opportunities for rural
households with a possible multiplier effect on the economy. It

could enable a higher disposable
income in the hands of rural
households leading to greater
savings and a wider deposit base
for banks and other financial institutions.
Financial inclusion will
enable the Government to provide social development benefits and subsidies directly to
the beneficiary bank accounts,
thereby reducing leakages in
social welfare programmes.
It could be an instrument to
provide monetary fuel for economic growth and is critical
for achieving inclusive growth.
Some specific aims include:
a) mobilisation of savings:
in the process of financial inclusion the weaker sections of society link up to banking services
which will create a higher level
of national savings which can
be used for investment and economic growth.
b) larger market for the financial system: a larger market
for the financial system can be
created through the creation of
high level of savings and this
market will meet the demand of
the larger section of the society;
a process which will prompt
banking sector sector growth.
c) economic objectives: financial inclusion aims at achieving an equitable distribution of
income and reducing income
saving gap.
d) social objectives: social
problems like poverty can be
eradicated in the form of giving
bank loans to create income and
livelihood.
e) sustainable livelihoods:
bank loans provided to weaker
sections of society create own
business and lead to sustainable
livelihood of weaker sections
Alleviating
poverty,
prompting micro enterprise and
generating employment through
banking system approaches is,
of course, an old idea: as employment generation and poverty alleviation through the provision of subsidized credit was

a centerpiece of many countries’
development strategies from the
early 1950s through to the 1980s
(8)
. Such global experiences were
not too successful as loan repayment rates were below 50%
percent, with increased costs,
while much credit was usually
captured by elite groups (diverted to the politically powerful) and away from the intended
recipients. Experience in Iran in
2007/8 on quick return loans are
also indicative of the failure to
properly combine finance with
management, training, monitoring, evaluation and institutional
contracts.
However, the inclusive
finance movement has overcome
these problems, and has made
significant inroads around the
world. The primary benefit has
been that low-income and poor
households are being given hope
and the possibility to improve
their lives through their own
labor.
While such inclusive micro-finance programmes aim to
bring social and economic benefits to the poor and their clients,
the approaches and outcomes
differ. Poor and low income
households, and the unemployed, are typically excluded
from the modern formal banking
system, for lack of collateral: but
inclusive finance programmes
have demonstrated that the poor
are enterprising and can save in
substantial quantities (and they
also help each other and cooperate well). In other words, they
can be relied upon to borrow
and repay. This is an important
understanding.
Inclusive finance encompasses many new and unusual
financial institutions and instruments. The terms “inclusive finance”, “social banking”, “micro-credit”,
“micro-finance”,
“conditional cash transfers” and
“institutional demand” indicate
the wide range of financial services involved. Many countries
have also started adopting such
approaches: developing social
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(inclusive) banking/finance systems capacities and infrastructure that prompt services, credit
provision and transfers to new
investments, projects and initiatives that have combined high
labour productivity, low initial
overhead costs, and large employment outcomes. Monetary
and fiscal approaches combined,
mixed with investment PPP approaches.
These are new concepts
and methods that need to be
supported by a Central Bank,
and not just a development planning agency or a social development ministry. The famous
international success stories
were also supported by CB’s,
(more fully described in Part 2
of this series). The successful
initiatives have a national support framework – that is, CB’s
somehow actually support the
process. When added up significant national growth outcomes
are achieved.
Such social banking and inclusive finance initiatives target
individuals, as well as groups
and small communities, and provide a mix of financial services
accessed by low-income and
poor people from a variety of
service providers, depending on
local knowledge, history, context
and need. These not only provide
loans to establish income generating projects, but also are customer-centred (people centred
rather than commodity-centred):
encompassing programmes of
micro-credit, micro-savings, micro-insurance, money transfers
and social enterprise financing.
Financial service components
include savings, credit and insurance, while financial providers can be informal, formal, and
semi-formal. The service may be
owned and managed by the users
themselves or other providers,
while the source of funds may be
diverse.
These are also complementary to and in cooperation
with non-financial services and
capability development actions
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such as education, vocational
training, technical assistance
and guaranteed procurement –
all crucial to improve the impact
of such inclusive, micro-level
and local financial services.
The trade-off between financial
self-sufficiency and sustainability, the depth of outreach, and
the social welfare of service recipients are improved: reducing
poverty, increasing capability,
building enterprise.
These approaches have
been successful in both prompting local economic growth and
alleviating poverty, while at the
same time raising local community capacity and capability
(empowerment) and reducing
dependency. Developing social
capital. The fact that financial
services are offered specifically
to low-income households, the
poor and to micro-small enterprises is seen as an opportunity
and strength (rather than as a
weakness). An approach that
actually prompts inclusive GDP
growth and keeps overhead
costs low; targeted to low income groups and to micro-small
enterprise and leading to employment generation and large
local multiplier outcomes. They
are attempts to deliver small
scale loans that have local multiplier effects and are sustainable;
through finding ways to costeffectively lend money to poor
and low income households –
by exploiting new contractual
and institutional structures and
forms that reduce the riskiness
and cost of making small, uncollateralized loans. Loans that can
lead to local micro-small enterprise development – and hence
employment generation and
local economic multiplier effects. Loans that are preferably
collateral-free loans to usually
unsalaried borrowers or members of groups and cooperatives
who otherwise cannot get access
to credit.
Inclusive finance, then,
brings together poverty and financial markets – and State. Sole
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top-down, centrally planned
development has been proven
to not work. The Government
ought take a complementary
role through the interplay of
both public and private markets
and finance; and ensure rule of
law by including representatives
of social and environmental
concerns into financial negotiations. The broad exclusion of the
poor from financial markets is a
State failure – not a market failure; even small public funds can
be made to make a difference
in terms of credit worthiness of
poor people, supporting R&D
to develop pro-poor financial
mechanisms. Once finance is
considered as a sub-system of
development, it can encompass
public and private finance, domestic and external resources,
public and private goods: encouraging private initiative and
empowering peoples capability.
Public support for the evaluation of small-scale investment
proposals is also useful.
The Central Banks Should
Support Inclusive Finance
The Central Bank of Iran
(CBI) may take short-medium
term measures by mainstreaming inclusive finance that can
help facilitate public investment
to generate the capacity and capability to not only develop social capital (mentioned above)
but to also resolve the stag-flation dynamics. How can the CB
mainstream inclusive finance in
Iran and in order to improve individual capabilities and reduce
overall stag-flation?
Economic (GDP) growth
is, of course, an objective of
any CB, as it is also of Iran’s
CBI. Nevertheless, there is a
usual tendency for believing
that the linkage between money
and inflation targeting to be a
CB’s main function: to focus
on prices, rather than material
quantities or labour productivity (or capabilities). However,
once such a policy view remains
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fixed (and is not discretionary) it
limits sustainable growth possibilities. However, the provision
of finance to Government and to
the banking system enables a CB
to generate new money creation
which subsequently supports the
actual material growth process
(i.e. the new money goes into
new investment projects that
then bring about GDP growth).
It is normally assumed that
a CB can control the money supply and, therefore, in ideal circumstances, subsequently also
control the price level (9). Alternative economic thinking suggests that in modern economies
money supply first affects the
credit system that finances new
investments, then the production
system and only subsequently
affects the price level. The transmission path is through investment and production. Further,
money is dynamic (endogenous)
and is led/controlled by financial
institution developments (rather
than the CB). In other words,
and given the transmission
mechanism of money creation
and the “endogeneity” of money,
CB could easily concentrate on
GDP growth (rather than solely
the price level) – and preferably
focus on the employment and
inclusiveness aspects of income
growth. That is, a CB can actually focus on productivity growth
that can ensure inclusive GDP
growth and achieve the same inflation results it seeks.
The inclusive finance approach, and its various instruments and infrastructure such as
“social banking”, “micro-credit”
and “micro-finance”, promise to
be an answer to the challenge
of improving the transmission
effect (of any CB’s new money
creation) on subsequent sustainable growth and employment:
by the possibility of selecting
more useful investments with
improved joint sustainable
growth and employment outcomes. This can help in poverty
reduction, in social capital development, in employment gen-

eration and in economic growth
– conjointly; at the same time.
Such an approach would also
develop institutional capacity of
existing financial systems to do
sustainable social banking, and
hence improve income distribution, and root out stag-flation.
The inclusive finance
movement has already captured our imagination; generating hope for prompting combined growth, employment and
poverty alleviation; and for
prompting local development
and employment generation, in
low-income groups and regions.
Globally, by 2013 possibly 50
million households are involved
such initiatives: as many as 200
million poor people benefiting;
from poor villages in developing countries to inner-cities of
developed countries.
A people based capitalist
process as end result, both financial institutions and people gain
and profit, establishing new income and wealth accumulation
processes. Inclusive finance is
win-win.
What are the benefits?
The main difference, possibly,
between conventional formal
banks and social banks are that
the former seek profit (i.e. are
economic) while the latter also
consider people and resources
(i.e. are economic, social and
sustainable oriented). These social banks and inclusive finance
institutions serve people as clients and customers, rather than
just financing a product. The
focus is on financing development type programmes and
projects that generate employment and reduce poverty (rather
than charity and protection of
the poor); supporting people excluded from the formal banking
sector. Social banking institutions combine normal banking
operations with development
programmes – towards social
capital outcomes.
However, such an outcome
requires a monetary policy resolution for a change in approach:

in adopting complementary programmes; and in the required
infrastructure and mechanisms
required. A need to change the
way things are done, the way
financing is undertaken and the
way investments are considered
as a whole. And, as a pre-requisite, a change in the way a national CB functions.
First, the CB must believe
that a parallel functional inclusive finance programme can actually be designed, managed and
sustained. One that can support
credit facilitation in a bottom-up
manner so as to prompt productivity gains in comparative advantage activities in localities,
areas, regions along with the targeting of micro and small scale
enterprise development. A need
to reverse the usual monetary
top-down process; that usually
seeks national comparative advantage; that aims at maximum
profit; and that tends to push
debt downwards onto middlelower income groups and concentrate net wealth at the top.
To enable the money, credit and
income flow to reverse and to
“trickle-up”; to help prompt regional comparative advantage
and local dynamics; and a more
sustainable growth path; which
can alleviate stag-flation causes
and symptoms.
More formally, an economic “inclusive-growth” policy approach and focus, and an
“inclusive finance” approach,
along with necessary CB monetary policy support for required
infrastructure and instruments,
needs to be adopted.
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Conclusion
There is an urgent need
to focus on resolving complex
problems in Iran; on the possible ensuing instabilities due
to conjoint stagflation and a fast
growing financial sector (allocating money to non-productive
sectors) in the country; and on
the needs of people through sustainable human development (10).
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A new era and approach
to development financing may
need to start in Iran – given
sanctions and stag-flation. This
article suggests that Iran’s development would be significantly enhanced if “inclusive
finance” systems are adopted.
Such development finance
would require overcoming the
traditional boundaries between
monetary and fiscal policy;
and between public and private
goods and partnership concepts.
To work multi-dimensionally.
Beyond either sole financial
planning and control for regulation, or beyond sole financial
liberalization and risks of banking instability. A new system
and approach to development
finance. One to be complemented by PPP. Less competitive
parallel financing, with more
support for cooperation based
development; pulling together
the different mechanisms of development finance.
Endnotes
1 This article is based on Inclusive
Finance: Approaches and Measurement
for Iran – Working Paper 2018 by this
author
2 A reading of Keynes Teatise on Money
would be useful for central bankers in
such circumstances
3 remembering that where there is
relative comparative advantage, the
overhead costs for start ups can be
lower.
4 see the classic work by Keynes on
the money, velocity and value linkage
(Treatise on Money).
5 for example, see the various structural
macro-economics works of Lance Taylor
on this for the theoretical aspects.
6 the classic example is ecological
damage and human migration due to
excessive capital intensive investment in
a closed waterbasin.
7 see this author previous writing in
Iran International Magazine
8 and even in 2018 Iran initiated a
low interest (6%) rural employment
credit scheme as well as an inclusive
employment credit programme
9 the famous economic equation of
exchange MV=PQ is used for this
understanding (where V and Q are
conventionally assumed beyond the
control of CB).
10 See Farzin 2008 : Development
Policy, Economic Adjustment and
Welfare in Iran. Westminster University
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Policy Lessons
From Global
Experience

T

he increasing complexity and globalization,
adverse climate change,
rising wealth gaps and changing power structures have resulted in new processes and
have prompted change, multidimensionality in function and
purpose, and new partnership
processes all over the world.
Changing power structures and
policy approaches mean that
solutions, objectives and outcomes can no longer be achieved
through previous, singular approaches but also require new,
multi-dimensional
solutions
(and international cooperation).
This was more fully developed
in Section of this series.
Along with fundamental
changes in the global processes
of development and finance realities, and in our perceptions
of them, “development” is no
longer seen as exclusive but
as multi-dimensional and relative; no longer a sole state-led
process or a private-sector led
process. Nor exclusively of a
supply sided capital development, trickle-down and convergence process for progress
between “developing, third
world” nations vis-à-vis “developed” countries, with assured
narrowing of the wealth and
technology gap. Development
and growth processes are also
increasingly driving a change
towards goods and services
that have mixed, public-private
qualities. This complexity and
change has resulted in new
global development and finance
approaches, and have prompted
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a new approach to development
finance. Gradually overcoming the traditional boundaries
between monetary and fiscal
policy; and between public and
private concepts, new finance
approaches and criteria are
forming along with own supportive systems; linking public
and private goods, and forming
public-private-community partnerships (PPP).
This article (1) presents
some policy lessons learnt from
international experience.
Challenges in Inclusive
Finance
Financial inclusion has
attracted development professionals, researchers, economists, policymakers, bankers
and academia. Financial inclusion is considered now as an
enabler of economic and social
development; believed to promise prompting growth, and reducing poverty and inequality,
through savings mobilization
and providing households and
companies with greater access
to resources needed to finance
consumption and investment
and to insure against shock. Financial inclusion can develop
labour and firm formalization,
helping boost government revenue and strengthen social safety
nets; and is a means to measure
the growth of an economy as
well as human development.
Policymakers and central bankers are hoping to develop more
financially inclusive economic
systems, to achieve equitable
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and sustainable growth.
Development approaches
are now also fully concerned
with the integration of economic, social and environmental
concerns (or efficiency, equity
and sustainability) along with
provision of both private and
public goods, etc. However,
finance and banking are still
mainly concerned with money,
sole market mechanisms and
private returns – as is natural.
The need for a strategy
seeking large scale impact in
value added, employment and
sustainability to meet growth
and development challenges,
through alternative and complementary approaches that combine monetary and fiscal policy
and with selection of appropriate
public and private investments
– both appropriately integrated
and coordinated, along with
PPP – is now globally accepted.
The identification of priority
private and public investments,
along with their complementary
programmes and financing, has
become a major effort. Such
support mechanisms are consid-

ered paramount and are being
promoted by the United Nations international development
goals and indicators (especially
the Sustainable Development
Goals, SDG’s). These propose
targeting rural development,
urban development, health systems, education, gender equality, environment and science,
technology and innovation – requiring combined monetary and
fiscal policy approaches, and
public-private-community partnership investment structures
and procedures. Highlighting
the importance of the role of
governance in determining the
development quality of growth
paths and public investment
policies.
To meet such a large scale
challenge, both monetary and
fiscal policy have to adjust to
each others objectives and capabilities – and perhaps to a new
standard. Given lack of domestic resources in many countries,
significant increases in public
investments (in partnership
with private and community
sectors) are necessary. In stag-

nation conditions, this may be
supported by a quantitative easing of money, and perhaps bond
sales and other resource mobilization. If designed to target low
income areas/groups, and to set
them on a growth path structured to be self-sustainable,
these can be successful in stagflation (through wealth shifts).
The usual central banking focus on macroeconomic stability, aggregate fiscal discipline
and overall inflation, however,
needs to be complemented in
stagflation conditions by other
criteria for resource allocation,
efficiency and effectiveness in
public spending that are more
structural (that is, at the meso
level and with programme type
qualities).
Consistently
combining
monetary policy, fiscal policy
and public investment towards
inclusive economic growth
outcomes is not easy: i) given
the reality of the policy making process of resource allocation; ii) investment choices are
usually made on political rather
than technical development pri-
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orities; iii) without appropriate
assessments of development alternatives, and good evaluation
usually remains in academic
and technical circles. Consistent
methodology is need.
Financial stability is a
public “good”, while financial
instability, on the other hand,
is very costly for all. A public
“bad”: bankrupting institutions,
making people poor and significantly reducing GDP (e.g.
global 2007 crisis). Further,
development, demographic and
economic factors have changed
Iranian people’s financial conditions and needs: increased migration and mobility is reducing
the ability to rely on family in
situations of need; privatization
of social services and increased
fee for service, such as in health
and education, and increasing
job insecurity due to unemployment, require new insurance
arrangements; while enhanced
access to financial services and
credit are required to better cope
with unemployment and new
small enterprise.
Preventing financial crises
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and raising access, requires improved national capacity: better
macro-economic programme
design and implementation;
more resilient and deeper financial markets; better banking regulation and supervision;
stronger legal frameworks, including bankruptcy and property legislation; accounting standards and SOP’s; monitoring
of domestic capital movement
and market surveillance; orderly debt management; etc. To
ensure such enhanced financial
market efficiency (stability) it
is insufficient to consider only
efficiency, but must also think
about who the financial markets serve and how (equity),
and long term sustainability
(stability).
Inclusive finance is about
this – and about the quality,
transmission and targeting of
money and credit. Enhanced
financial efficiency not only
benefits overall economic performance but also poor and low
income persons economic prospects – and needs good inclusive and social finance principles, as well as equitable burden
sharing between national banks,
lenders, borrowers, and the population. Financial market depth
and differentiation also enhances competition among market
creditors, brokers, instruments
and products.
Finance was originally, always a state managed resource
allocation process: with control of the money supply, interest rates and foreign exchange
movements, credit rationing
and quantitative control, etc,
being widespread in countries
until recent times. The collapse
of the Bretton Woods system
(of fixed exchange rates), the
US withdrawl from the gold
standard and the UK/US agreements on finance - in the 1970’s
and 1980’s - all significantly
changed the rules of global finance. Finance and banking
took centre stage, global financial liberalization became
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the rule: also leading to privatization, outsourcing and user
fees of formerly state provided
public goods and services; and
to more macro fiscal prudence
concepts and sole market-based
mechanisms as ideal solutions.
This less restriction system
and more finance-cum-marketorientation process has resulted
in a financing system that has
expanded into an all powerful
global driver.
However, it has been a process of both progress and havoc
at the same time. The financial
sector is now so large that it is
immersed fully in its own self:
financial market growth rates
and procurements of assets are
at historical records; with huge
debt and debt financing burdens; and with significant financial risks all round. Sometimes
requiring large scale support,
bail-outs, and price and devaluation changes just to keep the
financial sector afloat – and prevent the adverse negative externality spill onto economy and
society.
Such globalisation and liberalization have also reduced
government revenue sources;
financially squeezing countries
(e.g. Greece recently) – along
with imposed international finance conditionalities and discipline (as EU on Greece).
The rising scale of international activity and growing
number of global corporations,
commerce, capital and people
mobility, and rising informal
sectors, have also helped reduce
government revenue. Meanwhile public finance needs and
burdens have been increasing:
global openness requires new
costly institutions; businesses
need to adjust to trade competition, and so market integration
needs expensive policy, legal
and infrastructural adjustments;
environmental quality needs
R&D incentive structures; society demands new approaches
to costly education; financial
crises and debt burden puts
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pressure on public budgets and
peoples pockets, and bail-outs;
etc. A serious dilemma: budget
and trade deficits are punished
by the global financial markets;
cutting national spending risks
both the social fabric and future
economic competitiveness.
However, both the globalization process and development constraints now prevent
a return to full, state-based
capital controls and/or to a sole
economic growth capitalistic
approach. What is to be done?
The real issue is whether development and finance are in tandem, supporting each other and
to the benefit of people. That is,
is development finance inclusive?. A development finance
approach is required, combining financial progress with
sustainable development – and
within a public-private partnerships (PPP) type framework –
to ensure inclusion.
Mainstreaming Inclusive
Finance
While inclusive micro-finance programmes aim to bring
social and economic benefits to
the poor and their clients, the
approaches and outcomes differ. Poor and low income households, and the unemployed, are
typically excluded from the
modern formal banking system, for lack of collateral: but
inclusive finance programmes
have demonstrated that the poor
are enterprising and can save in
substantial quantities (and they
also help each other and cooperate well). In other words, they
can be relied upon to borrow
and repay. This is an important
understanding.
Inclusive finance encompasses many new and unusual
financial institutions and instruments. The terms “inclusive finance”, “social banking”, “micro-credit”,
“micro-finance”,
“conditional cash transfers” and
“institutional demand” indicate
the wide range of financial ser-

vices involved. Many countries
have also started adopting such
approaches: developing social
(inclusive) banking/finance systems capacities and infrastructure that prompt services, credit
provision and transfers to new
investments, projects and initiatives that have combined high
labour productivity, low initial
overhead costs, and large employment outcomes. Monetary
and fiscal approaches combined, mixed with investment
PPP approaches.
These are new concepts
and methods that need to be
supported by a Central Bank,
and not just a development
planning agency or a social
development ministry. The famous success stories were also
supported by CB’s, including:
Bangladesh (Grameen; BRAC),
Brazil
(BOLSA
VERDE),
South America (CCT’s), Africa
(AFRACA; Finca), India (Nabard, Share, INREGA), Indonesia (Rakyat), Asia (APRACA),
Uganda (FOCCAS), Nepal
(WEP), Mexico (Compartamos
and Microfinance), Egypt (National Bank), globally (IFA),
Thailand (OTOP), South Africa (WfW) and elsewhere. Even
small pilot demo’s for microcredit in Iran have shown relatively well, although they have
yet to be integrated into central
banking processes: for instance
(the social mobilization and
micro-credit initiatives in the
South Khorassan CSP project
and the State Welfare Organisation programme; etc).
Such social banking and
inclusive finance initiatives
target individuals, as well as
groups and small communities,
and provide a mix of financial services accessed by lowincome and poor people from
a variety of service providers,
depending on local knowledge,
history, context and need. These
not only provide loans to establish income generating projects,
but also are customer-centred
(people centred rather than

commodity-centred): encompassing programmes of microcredit, micro-savings, microinsurance, money transfers
and social enterprise financing.
Financial service components
include savings, credit and insurance, while financial providers can be informal, formal,
and semi-formal. The service
may be owned and managed by
the users themselves or other
providers, while the source of
funds may be diverse.
The successful initiatives
have a national support framework – that is, CB’s somehow
actually support the process.
When added up significant national growth outcomes are
achieved.
These are also complementary to and in cooperation with
non-financial services and capability development actions such
as education, vocational training, technical assistance and
guaranteed procurement – all
crucial to improve the impact
of such inclusive, micro-level
and local financial services. The
trade-off between financial selfsufficiency and sustainability,
the depth of outreach, and the
social welfare of service recipients are improved: reducing
poverty, increasing capability,
building enterprise.
These approaches have
been successful in both prompting local economic growth and
alleviating poverty, while at the
same time raising local community capacity and capability
(empowerment) and reducing
dependency. Developing social
capital. The fact that financial
services are offered specifically
to low-income households, the
poor and to micro-small enterprises is seen as an opportunity and strength (rather than
as a weakness). An approach
that actually prompts inclusive
GDP growth and keeps overhead costs low; targeted to low
income groups and to microsmall enterprise and leading
to employment generation and
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large local multiplier outcomes.
They are attempts to deliver
small scale loans that have local multiplier effects and are
sustainable; through finding
ways to cost-effectively lend
money to poor and low income
households – by exploiting new
contractual and institutional
structures and forms that reduce
the riskiness and cost of making
small, uncollateralized loans.
Loans that can lead to local
micro-small enterprise development – and hence employment
generation and local economic
multiplier effects. Loans that
are preferably collateral-free
loans to usually unsalaried borrowers or members of groups
and cooperatives who otherwise
cannot get access to credit.
Inclusive finance, then,
brings together poverty and financial markets – and State. Sole
top-down, centrally planned
development has been proven
to not work. The Government
ought take a complementary
role through the interplay of
both public and private markets
and finance; and ensure rule of
law by including representatives of social and environmental concerns into financial negotiations. The broad exclusion of
the poor from financial markets
is a State failure – not a market
failure; even small public funds
can be made to make a difference in terms of credit worthiness of poor people, supporting
R&D to develop pro-poor financial mechanisms. Once finance
is considered as a sub-system of
development, it can encompass
public and private finance, domestic and external resources,
public and private goods: encouraging private initiative and
empowering peoples capability.
Public support for the evaluation of small-scale investment
proposals is also useful.
Inclusive Finance is
a Public Good
Successful

inclusive
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nance approaches and lending
to low-income and poor people
have managed to transform development approaches to poverty alleviation, social enterprise and economic growth. The
successes are known widely,
and now globally governments
and charities spend millions of
dollars on contributing to such
programmes.
Making financial markets
work for all people is a challenge that requires one set of
institutions for efficiency and
another for equity. Private financial services contribute to this
process through self-regulation
and by realizing that the poor
are a market not to be ignored
– perhaps through progress in
microfinance.
The lack of provision of
public intervention, public financing and public goods in
financial markets may also lead
to instability. As can a lack of
PPP mechanisms. That is, they
can be “public bads” (or “public goods” – depending on how
one sees it). Inclusive Finance
is a public good – and a PPP
approach at the same time. Externalities and spill overs are
involved in both. There exist
different types of public goods
(goods with large externalities,
not just purely private goods).
Also, it is important to determine who benefits: how do different population groups prioritize public goods? usually it is
a matter of choice how private
or how public a good is – and
usually a social convention or
a policy choice. Technology
and institutional mechanisms
can also change the property of
a good. The private sector and
markets have their own conventions and standard setting on
such matters; as do communities and their own civil organisations. None of these types of
goods need necessarily be totally state provided or totally private – they may have overlaps.
Basically, public goods are
non rivalrous in consumption,
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and non excludable, collective
endeavors. When positive externalities are large, a government
can directly provide public
goods, and when negative externalities are large, and private
returns high, regulation remains
the only public action (or tax).
However, there may be many
initiatives overlapping, and with
high positive externalities, but
which also have private profitability: so a small public finance
support to PPP may be made to
mobilise significant private financing as well as community
support. Public development
finance incentive policies can
identify and focus on this winwin overlap in order to achieve
high-leveraging, multiplier effects. A tri-partite PPP win win
situation. Once local markets
and financial markets become
more developed, as people become more financially literate
and their opportunities for private savings increase (due to
increased wealth), the transfer
of responsibilities back into the
private domain becomes more
possible.
But how best to provide
incentives to private, community actors to enhance their
contribution to the provision
of public goods and inclusive
financial? Effective incentives,
suitably formed and structured,
may attract large amounts of
private and community funding
to projects and initiatives with
high public social returns, and
conversely, discourage projects that would generate public bads. Such incentives and
mechanisms may also allow
governments to get away from
the mode of correcting public
bads later on (down the stream
and when a bad investment decision has already been made):
preventing financial crises and
loss, rather than just alleviating
poverty, or meeting some other
partial second-best objective
(such as maximum growth). To
discourage projects that have
large negative externalities (but

high private rates of return), financial disincentives could be
made to dissuade private and
community actors. Such PPP
approaches can be complemented by many forms of local costsharing arrangements.
International Development
Cooperation in Inclusive
Finance

Making
financial
markets work
for all people
is a challenge
that requires
one set of
institutions
for efficiency
and another
for equity.
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International aid effectiveness towards moving a country
out of dependency and towards
development is controversial
and questionable. International
aid is often used as a substitute
of other funds rather than as a
means to help a country overcome its resource constraints.
Measured usually in terms of
the donor GNP, and not in terms
of the developing countries resource needs, it doesn’t well
indicate realities. Nevertheless,
how can aid be made, within
the recipient country, into an
incentive for inclusive finance
and PPP? Rather than a conditionality.
Public goods provide a
reason for government intervention. Some goods are a mixture
of public and private, requiring
joint public and private provision strategies. Further, and
due to globalization, traditional
global public goods (e.g. climate), have become national,
and requiring national level policy actions and outcomes; while
some national public goods
have become global as they cannot be provided domestically
alone, but depend on international cooperation (e.g. global
market efficiency and financial
stability; health).
International
cooperation in support of such financial global public goods can
take several forms: policy harmonization among countries
(SDG’s); country follow up
action to international agreements within own jurisdiction (Conventions); assisting
poor countries; market based

mechanisms (WTO); offsetting
arrangements and reimbursement of incremental costs when
providing global development
services (Clean Development
Mechanism; the Global Environment Fund); cost-sharing of
international and regional programmes; etc. However, to finance international cooperation,
the money has to come from
somewhere. Private money will
not flow into international cooperation, unless governments leverage it through public finance.
Incentive policies and PPP are
important and so the main financing responsibility is with
government.
The hope of inclusive finance is that much poverty can
be alleviated, and that economic
and social structures can be
transformed fundamentally by
providing financial services targeted to low-income households
through innovative institutional
mechanisms and cost-effective
management structures. The development of inclusive finance
parallels the development of
non-governmental
organizations and attention to social capital over the last three decades.
Social oriented advocates of
inclusive finance highlight the
long term advantages, including: bottom-up processes, empowerment, community development, focus on women, and
improving opportunity. This
inclusive finance vision has
been translated into a series of
“best practices” and also adopted widely by the Consultative
Group to Assist the Poorest (an
international donor consortium
focusing on micro finance), the
Alliance for Inclusive Finance,
the United Nations and other
key international agencies or
donors. Global evidence suggests that such South-South Cooperation (SSC) solutions have
been instrumental in facilitating
the adoption of effective practices in a number of areas – including in inclusive finance (2).
A) Platform for Dialogue

Between Financial Regulators Alliance for Financial Inclusion
SSC recognizes importance of
effective financial inclusion policy; a global knowledge-sharing
network, the Alliance for Financial Inclusion, established
by 100 countries; Its Global
Policy Forum enables regulatory institutions from emerging
economies to come together
to promote financial inclusion
policy, strategy and services to
the poor; towards the exchange
of ideas, engagement in peerto-peer learning activities, assessment of existing cooperation, and identifying options to
increase impact of development
cooperation; Impact on global
inclusive GDP growth rates
need to be assessed.
Models of global relevance
for this area include institutional
arrangements currently in place
in Brazil, Thailand, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Turkey, and Mexico
(with inclusive growth and inclusive finance programmes).
B) Horizontal SSC – Institutional Mechanisms - MexicoChile SAA In 2006, Mexico and
Chile established a Strategic
Association Agreement (SAA)
including political, commercial and international cooperation components; mechanism
for deepening bilateral relationships through exchange of
technical assistance, enhanced
dialogue, and projects that foster development of technical capacities given each one’s comparative advantages; established
a Cooperation Commission and
a Joint Cooperation Fund, each
country financing bilateral cooperation projects.
C) Human Capital Oriented Conditional Cash Transfer - Brazil’s Bolsa Família
Programme: 13 million households - nearly 30% of the
population - received benefits
in 2014, at a cost of less than
1% of annual GDP; Recipient
households required to have
their children in school and ensure regular medical attention;

Basically,
public goods
are non
rivalrous in
consumption,
and non
excludable,
collective
endeavors.
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Imperatives of rural development and protecting natural
resources aligned via the Bolsa
Verde programme; In 2014
Bolsa offered conditional cash
transfers to 73,000 smallholder
and indigenous households living in environmentally sensitive areas, who pursue ecologically sustainable livelihoods.
D) Guaranteed Procurement for Rural Economic
Growth - Thailand’s OTOP
Programme: Rural growth and
development initiative; Government-led and supported project;
agency-integrated; Undertaken
at sub-district level; Carried out
to mobilize available resources
from all sectors to generate income and prosperity for grassroots communities; involves
guaranteed procurement of prestandardised product; minimal
pre-financing; Nearly $100 billion value added in first fifteen
years; significant exports and
tourism attraction.
Lessons Learnt
The international lessons
learnt in inclusive finance are
many. Primarily, achieving
good outcomes in inclusive finance programmes for broad,
diverse and changing populations will require a variety of
programmes, and at varying
levels of outreach and financial
sustainability. Also, confronting the problems of diversity of
approach and of action, and of
purely financially minded versus
development (socially) minded
programmes will require that
both government, business and
civil pay attention to who it is
actually being served – and do it
together through PPP.
Some general lessons
learned that can benefit Central
Bank policy makers advocating
for inclusive finance include:
relatively poor households can save significantly
when appropriate financial instruments exist (addressing saving constraints instead of ad55
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dressing just credit);
despite high transactions
costs and no collateral, it is possible to lend profitably to very
low-income households;
development and poverty alleviation outcomes,
through inclusive finance, require management structures
and a mechanism design that
lowers overhead and final cost
while maintaining outreach to
the needy;
difficult to create new
institutions, even those that are
profitable - requires leadership
and legal frameworks;
progress requires more
innovation, by encouraging experimentation and evaluation,
rather than just replication of
existing best practices – while
innovation, standardization and
replication more easily developed and replicated in such programmes;
demonstration effects
and experimentation (on subsidy and various mechanism) are
integral to success (as the UN
experience in Iran shows).
successful inclusive micro finance programmes come
about by trial and error, open
participatory processes and use
innovations in incentives and
repayment schedules – and most
are not optimally pre-designed
nor offering desirable financial
products;
group lending contracts
are the innovation of micro finance – and new financial products provide alternative routes
to financial sustainability (e.g.
flexible savings plans for poor
households);
inclusive finance can
well interact with civil society
organisations (as they have energy, dedication and financial
resources);
micro finance programmes are answer for absolute poor households, and an
important aid for relatively poor
and low-income households
that are considerably below
poverty lines;
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the scale of lending to
groups below the poverty line
is not likely to permit the scale
economies available to programmes focused on households
just above poverty lines – and
subsidizing may yield greater
social benefits than costs;
far more costly to lend
small amounts of money to
many people than to lend large
amounts to a few: programmes
remain highly cost-sensitive,
and still rely on subsidies –
while different ways need to be
worked out by which subsidies
can benefit both poor clients and
institutions;
success shown when
coupling efficient operations
with subsidized resources;
if subsidies are stopped and
costs not reduced, many current micro-finance programmes
may close, while the remaining
will be among the larger programmes, and they will only
help fill gaps in financial markets (not for the poor);
credit from micro finance
programmes help fund self-employment activities that most
often supplement income for
borrowers rather than drive fundamental shifts in employment
patterns - unless complemented
by area based programmes;
rarely generates many
new jobs for others, and success has been especially limited
in regions with low population
densities;
reducing poverty rates
will still require increasing
overall levels of economic
growth and employment generation – and the ensuring of
inclusive growth.

International
aid
effectiveness
towards
moving a
country out of
dependency
and towards
development
is
controversial
and
questionable.

Conclusion
There is an urgent need
to focus on resolving complex
problems; on the possible ensuing instabilities; and on people and human development.
The main lessons learnt from
international inclusive finance
initiatives and programmes
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have demonstrated the importance of thinking creatively
about approaches, partnerships, contracts, mechanisms,
design; forcing a rethink of
the nature of linkages between
development, finance, growth,
poverty, markets, institutions
and innovation.
Inclusive finance encompasses diverse programmes,
most of which focus on providing financial services to poor
and low income households
for their development. There is
both common ground and critical differences – cooperating
and competing approaches in
methods and financial arrangements. An important lesson is
that a country need not allow
high development priorities to
go under funded: through utilizing PPP approaches and mechanisms. A multi-partner endeavor
is required – and for all to participate and monitor banking
behaviour and contribute to financing. The trend toward PPP
is a real development: by the
changed nature of goods and
services, of development conditions, and of money itself.
With increasingly fewer
pure private and pure public
goods, and more mixed benefits,
as a result of technological
improvement and strengthened
markets, and higher levels of
education and information there
are now more opportunities
exist for combining individual,
private, social and public
preferences.
These lessons have been
documented, increasingly been
specified and also made SMART
– an important outcome, and of
practical use for Iran’s policy
makers.
Endnotes
1 This article is based on Inclusive
Finance: Approaches and Measurement
for Iran – Working Paper 2018 by this
author
2 see the United Nations Office for
South South Cooperation: Good
Practices in SSTC for Sustainable
Development - Vol. 2 (2018).
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uous trading in the field of import, to earn
rent. On the other hand, many importers
also believe that the best thing to do is to
use the rls 42,000 rate for importing basic
goods as much as possible.
A main part of troubles importers
face in Iran today is due to the presence in
a market that is saturated with these onenight importers and sham businessmen
and has reached a point of chaos. In addition, the issue of supply of foreign currency to the NIMA platform is also faced
with major difficulties.
Currently, there is a heated debate
between businessmen, the government
and the Central Bank of Iran. The CBI
says the exporters of goods and services do not deliver the foreign exchange
earned from their exports to NIMA platform. The bank is seeking to earn these
foreign currencies through threat, intimidation, or encouragement to organize the
supply aspect. Exporters however have
their own argument saying while they
are using open market rate foreign currency for production and buying goods
why should they present their USDs to
NIMA platform which is actually suppressed by the CBI. This tough argument
has not reached any conclusion yet and it
is unlikely there would be a sustainable
agreement between exporters and policymakers of the monetary system in the
country in the year 1398 without solving
monetary policy issues (which are also
unlikely to be resolved in the short term).
As it was said before, even if the CBI
fully succeeds in achieving this, the comparison between inflationary situation

and the suppressed price of the foreign
currency will create such a demand in the
foreign exchange market that the current
supply will not be enough to balance the
market; therefore, the question of forex
supply should not be taken lightly and by
false repetition of the proposition that we
have enough foreign currency, we should
not give vain hope to economic activists
and citizens.
Foreign trade is a pillar of the economy in every country, including Iran.
The Iranian business is tied to the foreign
trade in 1398, and any defects, shortcomings and deviations on the side of exports
and imports can put Iranians in difficult
conditions. Thousands of industrial factories, without importing raw materials
and intermediate and capital goods from
abroad, do not have the ability to supply them from inside and may fall on the
verge of closure.
Thousands of service jobs in transportation, hotel business, and the sale of
goods and services are tied to foreign
trade and each blocked window in foreign trade will lead to the closure of one
or more of these economic activities. In
the present situation, it seems that the solution is a rational and principled revision
in line with the conditions of the day and
future of Iranians in foreign policy and
keeping economy and trade away from
the sanctions conditions. We should not
accept foreign trade under the sanctions
and make it the basis of the work and
planning. Wisdom and logic rule that in
order to ease the plight and not start the
calendar year 1398 with out-of-control
crises, we should eliminate what has
caused the foreign trade to be hand tied.
IRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91
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Metrics and
Indicators
T

he increasing complexity,
mentioned
throughout this article,
has prompted change, multidimensionality and new processes and approaches which
mean that sustainable solutions,
objectives and outcomes can
no longer be achieved through
previous, singular (linear) approaches but also require new,
multi-dimensional (and nonlinear) type solutions. The complexity, gaps, problems and constraints have resulted in ensuing
financial instabilities and crisis
– which have prompted new
global development and finance
approaches, and a new approach to development finance
gradually overcoming both the
traditional boundaries between
monetary and fiscal policy and
between public and private concepts, thereby linking public
and private goods, and forming
public-private-community partnerships (PPP).
This article (1) suggests that
Iran’s development would be
significantly enhanced if the
new “development finance” and
alternative “inclusive finance”
systems approaches are enabled.
Inclusive Finance –
Measurement Indicators

Measuring financial inclusion through indicators and indexes is not easy. Different approaches have been proposed
in the economics literature including the use of a variety of
financial inclusion dimensions
for estimation. Initial efforts at
measuring financial sector outreach started by: i) looking at
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three types of banking services
(deposits, loan and payments)
and three types of capability
(access, affordability, and eligibility) and how such factors
of banking services have contributed in achieving high levels of financial inclusion; ii)
studying the relations between
financial inclusion and human
development, the former possibly leading the latter and especially with growth outcomes,
and how better people access to
banking services can result in
high growth through multiplier
effects which help achieve an
inclusive growth outcome; and
iii) thinking about the construction of Financial Inclusion Index’s to measure relations, as an
axiomatic approach of matrices
for measuring financial inclusion. (see: Beck 2006; Mehrotra
2009; Chakravarty 2010).
Possible Indicators of
Inclusive Finance

The promise
of inclusive
finance was
founded on
innovation
and systems
views: new
management
structures,
new contracts,
new indicators
and new
attitudes.

No. of deposit accounts with
commercial bank (per 1000
adults);
No. of commercial bank
branches (per 1,000 adults);
No. of bank outlets (per
100,000 adults);
No. of ATM available (per
100,000 adults);
No. of bank employees per
customer;
No. of transactions per
account;
No. of electronic payments
made;
% of adults with an account
at a formal financial institution
Value of outstanding deposits
with commercial banks as % of
IRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

GDP;
% households having access
to savings;
% households having access
to insurance;
No. of retail cashless
transactions per capita;
% of adults that use their
mobile device to make a
payment;
% of adults with high
frequency use of formal
account;
No. of depositors per 1,000
adults (or number of deposit
accounts per 1,000 adults);
Average savings balances;
No. of financial products
and services matching clients’
needs;
Range of options available to
customers;
Clients awareness and
understanding of financial
products;
Government resources in
national budgets and GDP
that are allocated as recurrent
and capital spending directly
to poverty reduction and
employment programmes
in sectors and regions that
disproportionately benefit the
poor and vulnerable groups;
% of adults with at least
one loan outstanding from a
regulated financial institution;
No. of borrowers per 1,000
adults;
No. of outstanding loans per
1,000 adults;
No. of insurance policy
holders per 1000 adults
segregated by life and non-life
insurance;
% of adults receiving
domestic and international
remittances;
Saving propensity at a
financial institution in the past
year;
No. of loans given to small
entrepreneurs and producers;
% of SMEs with an account
at a formal financial institution;
No. of SMEs with deposit
accounts/number of deposit
accounts;

% of SMEs with outstanding
loan or line of credit;
No. of SMEs with
outstanding loans/number of
outstanding loans.
The promise of inclusive
finance was founded on innovation and systems views: new
management structures, new
contracts, new indicators and
new attitudes. The approach
has focused and built on innovations in financial intermediation: instruments and techniques
that reduce the cost and risk of
lending to poor and low-income
households, and which manage
to gain high leverage. Some approaches have made financial
sustainability the main goal,
while others have focused on
access to credit. Much has been

cess. It has a margin of error of
about 20% - but it is qualitatively
indicative. As below. The general indication is that throughout a
twenty year period (1995-2015)
nearly half of the Iranian population did not have appropriate
access to loans and credits that
could have been considered useful for sustainably prompting
growth in their incomes. Unskilled labourer’s and skilled
agricultural labourer’s had least
access, of which only 46% and
42% respectively had access to
credits and savings; construction
and agriculture sector persons
had least access to credit, with
both indicating that only 38% of
them had access; and in the age
groups, youngsters had least access to finance and credit. That
is about 14 million working age

gained by focusing sharply on
the mechanisms through which
financial services are delivered,
as well as the services provided. Current conceptions of
inclusive finance best practice
have centered on important but
general aspects of institutional
performance, such as maintaining financial transparency, standardizing products and achieving scale.
The above indicators suggest these. Like all calculations,
these rest on assumptions (and
simplifications). As an example,
this author has undertaken an
estimation for access in Iran by
various groups, using available
relative income poverty statistics for various groupings which
have been transformed so as to
provide proxy indicators for ac-

Access to Finance – Iran - Probable Scenario – Proxy Variables
Method:
Average
0.610
0.607
0.601
0.574
0.519
0.488
0.410
0.414
0.627
0.536
0.490
0.499

Method:
Targeting
0.64
0.63
0.63
0.61
0.56
0.51
0.51
0.43
0.65
0.56
0.56
0.52

Wholesale and Retail

0.502

0.51

Hotel and Catering
Transport and Communications
Agriculture
Construction
26-65 Employed
26-45 Female Employed
66> Retired
15-25

0.499
0.494
0.359
0.372
0.364
0.346
0.152
0.096

Iran - average

0.510

Group
Technicians
Governance and Professions
Scientists
Office Employees
Industrial Workers
Self-Employed
Unskilled Labour
Skilled Agricultural Labour
Finance
Services and Marketing
Industry and Mining
Utilities

Average
0.63
0.62
0.62
0.59
0.54
0.50
0.46
0.42
0.64
0.55
0.53
0.51

0.55

0.50

0.51
0.51
0.41
0.39
0.45
0.40
0.17
0.14

0.51
0.50
0.50
0.38
0.38
0.41
0.37
0.16
0.12

0.54

0.52

0.52

Index average

0.26

0.46

Employment and
Population
1.5
6
0.5
2
25
4
3
6
2
0.5
6
1
0.5
4
4
1
6
2
25
5
13
5

No. without
access

13.66

25

12.50

43

11.38

30

13.75

25

Authors own estimations
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persons in Iran probably lacked
access during this period. The
structural approach undertaken
here enables identification of
possibilities for the development
programme targeting needed to
compensate for the deprivations
in access involved in working
groups.
How to measure all this
complication?
Development
cost and benefit analysis (CBA)
calculations are used in various ways with these indicators. CBA results suggests that
although investing in inclusive
finance programmes that target
poverty reduction are not perfect winners, they do seem to be
better than other alternative programmes and initiatives. A simple CBA measure is utilized to
assess this: dividing the cost of
an inclusive finance programme
by the benefits accruing to its
borrowers or beneficiaries. For
example, borrowing with respect to improvements in household consumption (or income).
The total cost of the borrowing
would be divided by the change
in the borrowers household consumption (or income) during the
period under contract. So a costto-benefit ratio of 1 has same
cost and benefit outcome; less
than one indicates more benefit
than cost; and more than one
vice versa. If such a ratio is 0.8,
it would cost society .80 index
points for every 1 index point of
benefit to clients. So one would
prefer credit facilities that have
CBA outcomes of less than one.
A comparison undertaken
in the first decade of the 21st
Century period, between two
of Bangladesh’s inclusive finance institutions, Grameen
and BRAC, indicated the following. The CBA ratios calculated for improvements in
household consumption for
Grameen was 0.9 borrowing
by women and 1.48 borrowing
by men (i.e. Grameen lending
to men had a smaller impact on
household consumption). The
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micro-finance programmes of
the BRAC compare less favorably, however: 3.53 and 2.59 for
borrowing by women and men
respectively. Nevertheless, the
Grameen inclusive finance programme borrowing compared
favorably to alternative direct
poverty alleviation programmes
in Bangladesh: the Food-forWork programme at the time
had a cost–benefit ratio of 1.71.
Perhaps the most difficult
problem is that simple CBA
calculations fail to provide insight about the relevant counterfactual (or potential) scenario.
CBA ratios also may be improved (or worsened) by reducing subsidies even slightly, and
a simple cost–benefit ratio provides minimal information on
the optimality or sustainability
of such a change (in the sensitivity analysis).
Measuring multi-dimensionality is also difficult. How
to put these indicators together?
How do they adjust to each other? Why can’t different types of
programmes coexist? More generally, how will the existence
of a subsidized direct development programme and a social
banking initiative complement
each other in a regional planning framework? How will they
affect the profitability of both
and of the formal and informal
institutions operating together
to achieve the goals? And so on.
For example, achieving financial sustainability is a real
challenge, and measuring this
is also complicated. Programme
types and financing types are crucial in the development process.
Most micro finance programmes
do not fully cover their full costs
and have trouble without ongoing subsidies and supports. The
continuing dependence of these
programmes on subsidies necessitates the need for government
and public funding. But the fact
is that subsidies are an ongoing
reality: and some initial start-ups
have remained weak, despite

population, Mexican
government
should encourage
equitable growth and
equal opportunities.
Conclusion

The
Government
and CBI
could take
into account
the major
challenges
to improve
the status
of financial
inclusion by
addressing
adequate
policies to
improve the
supply side
financial
services and
also demand
side.
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growing
up. There is
also a broader
concern with financing
impact on non-borrowers
– that is complementary programmes to inclusive finance for
development and growth. Subsidized development programmes
may either improve or worsen
the terms and availability of
loans offered by social banks
and or local money lenders in
the informal sector. For example, the impacts occur because a
subsidized programme may reduce optimal scale and take out
the best borrowers, leaving the
non subsidized lenders with a
riskier pool of clients and higher
enforcement costs than before
(2)
– and clients might borrow
simultaneously from both formal and informal sources (but
where the scale advantages of
the formal sector outweigh the
informational advantages of local money lenders).
For example, Pineyro
(2013) measuring the level of
financial inclusion in 32 states
of Mexico and its Municipalities, found that around 36% of
Municipality are financial inclusive whereas 29% of them
are still excluded. He found
a direct relationship between
education and financial inclusion and to some extent the
high correlation between poverty and financial inclusion.
He suggested that in order to
benefit a large mass of excluded

There is an urgent
need to focus on resolving
complex problems; on the
possible ensuing instabilities; and on people and human
development. This articles suggests that Iran’s development
would be significantly enhanced
if “inclusive finance” systems
are adopted and appropriately
measured. The measurement of
the extent of financial inclusion
across different times and conditions of the Iranian economy
provides evidence that small
and medium level financial inclusion has not
been prevalent.

There is an
urgent need
to focus on
resolving
complex
problems; on
the possible
ensuing
instabilities;
and on people
and human
development.
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There are many possible reasons behind this: supply side
financial services and branch
networks have not necessarily
been effective in poorer and rural areas; fall in credit deposit
ratios in rural areas; high transaction costs; bank staff attitude
and complexity in financial instruments and products; etc. etc.
Hence, the Government
and CBI could take into account
the major challenges to improve
the status of financial inclusion by addressing adequate
policies to improve the supply
side financial services and also
demand side. By the achievement of full or high financial
inclusion, it will become easy to
reduce indebtedness, promote
inclusive growth, improve the
standard of living and promote
grassroots innovations and entrepreneurship etc.
Endnotes
1 This article is based on Inclusive
Finance: Approaches and Measurement
for Iran – Working Paper 2018 by this
author
2 the following writings illustrate
such cases: Beck, T. Demirguc-Kunt
and Peria, M., 2007. Reaching out:
Access to and use of banking services
across countries, Journal of Financial
Economics, Vol. 85; Camara, N. and
David, T., 2014. Measuring Financial
Inclusion: A Multidimensional Index,
BBVA Working Paper.; Farzin, M.A.
2017. A Complementary Sustainable
Growth Programme to Conventional
Sole Economic Growth Oriented Policy
in Iran. Mimeo.; Farzin, M.A. 2001.
Poverty Reduction and Micro-Credit.
UNDP Iran; Hoff, K and Stiglitz
J. 1990. “Introduction: Imperfect
Information and Rural Credit Markets
– Puzzles and Policy Perspectives.”
The World Bank Economic Review 4.;
Mehrotra, N. et al., 2009. Financial
Inclusion: An overview National
Bank for Agriculture and Rural
Development, Department of Economics
Analysis and Research: Occasional
Paper – 48, Mumbai.; Ocampo, J.A.,
1999. “Reforming the International
Financial Architecture: Consensus and
Divergence.” WIDER.; Pineyro, C.M.Z.,
2013. Financial inclusion index:
Proposal of Multidimensional Measure
for Mexico, The Mexican Journal of
Economics and Finance.; Von Pischke,
J.D. 1991. Finance at the Frontier: Debt
Capacity and the Role of Credit in the
Private Economy. World Bank.
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Oil & Gas
Energy relations between Iraq and
Iran have come under increasing
pressure from the US government,
which has forced OPEC’s secondlargest producer to end a crude
supply deal with its neighbor Iran.

Despite Unsettled Bills

Iran to Maintain Gas, Power Sales to Iraq
I

ran will continue exporting gas and
electricity to Iraq even as Baghdad
owes Tehran at least $1 billion in gas
bills, according to local media reports.
Iran is also hoping to expand its export options to Iraq and diversify to other
regional countries as well, President Hassan Rouhani said April 7.
Iran’s crude oil exports have fallen
sharply in the past six months, after the
US withdrew from the Iran nuclear deal
and imposed sanctions targeting its oil
and gas sector in November.
“Our plan for exports of electricity,
and connecting our electricity to Iraq,
and also gas ... will continue and in this
regard we are ready to facilitate very
64

good connections [conduits] not only between the two countries, but in the future
with other countries in the region,” Rouhani said in a televised briefing.
The Iranian President was joined by
the visiting Iraqi Prime Minister, Adel
Abdul-Mahdi, who was accompanied by
a ministerial and business delegation in
Tehran for a two-day visit.
Energy relations between Iraq and
Iran have come under increasing pressure from the US government, which has
forced OPEC’s second-largest producer
to end a crude supply deal with its neighbor Iran.
The US is pressuring Iraq to turn
away from Iran, promoting US businessIRAN INTERNATIONAL, June 2019, No. 91

es in deals that will help Iraq wean itself
off Iranian gas and power supplies. But
Iraq remains heavily reliant on Iran.
Energy Diplomacy
Iraq owes around $1 billion in gas
bills to Iran, oil minister Bijan Namdar
Zangeneh said (April 7) after a meeting
with his Iraqi counterpart Thamir Ghadhban, state-run news agency IRNA reported.
In February, Zangeneh said Iran’s
gas sales to Iraq worth more than $200
million a month.
Iran’s ambitious plans to sell its energy regionally are limited by US sanctions. Washington issues periodic waiv-

ers for Iraq.
The US in March extended Iraq’s
waiver for another 90 days for the country
to work out payment mechanisms for
Iranian electricity and gas supplies that
do not violate sanctions.
Cutting the supplies would be devastating for Iraq’s economy and could
lead to further instability for the country, in light of regular summer power
protests.
Iraq’s Minister of Electricity Luay
al-Khatteeb said Iraq would only need
Iran’s power supply for the next three
years.
The two sides are working on a
three-year cooperation agreement for

more electricity exports.
“The contract for one-year extension
of electricity exports to Iraq has been
signed. ... Iran is capable of exporting
1,500 MW of electricity to Iraq,” Iran’s
Energy Minister Reza Ardakanian said.
“The three-year agreement covers a
variety of activities including renovation
of Iraq’s power plants, establishment of
joint companies for reparation and cutting power waste ... which is very huge
in Iraq right now,” he said.
Iraq recently paid $1 billion worth
of Dinars to Central Bank of Iran to settle
its overdue energy debts, state television
has reported.
“Given the gas and electricity
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exports to Iraq and the exports by the
private sector, right now our exports
to Iraq value $12 billion,” Abdolnaser
Hemmati, the CBI Governor, told the
state television.
Iran’s international banking relations are another target of US sanctions.
Imports from Iran account for nearly 30% of Iraq’s daily 14,000 MW electricity consumption. Around 1.25 Bcf/d
of gas is imported by pipeline, feeding
three power plants in Diyala and Baghdad provinces.
Another 350 Mcf/d is sent by pipeline to a power plant in Basra. Iraq also
sources 1,000 MW of electricity from
Iran directly via transmission lines.
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Oil & Gas

T

he 24th Iran International Oil,
Gas, Refining and Petrochemical Exhibition (Iran Oil Show
2019) kicked off at Tehran Permanent
International Fairground (May 1-4)
hosting some 1,150 domestic and foreign companies from 21 countries including Azerbaijan, Spain, Germany,
Britain, Italy, Turkey, China, Russia,
the Netherlands, Ukraine, etc.
Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Namdar Zangeneh, several senior directors
of Iran’s oil, gas, petrochemical and
refining sectors, members of the Iranian Parliament, and representatives of
renowned domestic and foreign companies were present in the inaugural
ceremony of the international event.
According to the director of National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC)
public relations office, which was in
charge of organizing the event, although this year the number of foreign
participants has decreased due to the
US sanctions, still many countries are
interested in Iran’s lucrative oil industry and market.
“This year the main focus of the
exhibition is on developing domestic
production and empowering domestic
companies,” Mohammad Naseri said.
US Statements Cannot
Run Oil Market
Zangeneh said the oil market
could not be managed by mere US
statements.
Addressing a press conference on
the sidelines of Iran Oil Show 2019, he
said, “Global affairs are not as easy as
thought by the US and its instigators.
The oil market could not be controlled
by mere statements.”
“The fragility of the oil market
could not be compensated for by
speeches and showmanship and
creating psychological atmosphere,”
he added.
“The market conditions remain
fragile at any moment due to tensions
that are likely to transpire in countries
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like Libya and everywhere else as well
as unpredictable tumults.”
Zangeneh also said US OPEC
allies had been “overstating their spare
capacity” in claiming that they would
supply enough oil on the market once
Iran’s oil has been driven out of the
market under US sanctions.
He reiterated that the US attempt
to bring Iran’s oil exports to “zero” is
a delusion.
“Every independent commentator
in the market knows quite well that
the spare capacities announced by
certain states are just overstatement
and exaggeration.”
He said Iran would never resort
to oil as a “political tool,” adding,
“anyone using oil as a political tool
will have to assume the consequence.
“Using oil as a weapon against
two founding members of OPEC (Iran
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“The fragility of
the oil market could
not be compensated
for by speeches and
showmanship and
creating psychological
atmosphere,”
Zangeneh said.
and Venezuela) will transform the
unity in this organization into division
and spell the demise and collapse of
OPEC. They have to accept responsibility for such things.
“Under the present circumstances,
Iran’s petroleum industry is at the
receiving end of the US economic
aggression against the Iranian nation.”
The second largest OPEC
producer, Iran sits atop 11 percent of
oil and 18 percent of gas reserves in the
world. Every year, the country hosts
an international oil show in different
oil, gas, refining and petrochemical
sectors.
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